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Important - please read carefully:
East Riding of Yorkshire Council submitted the East Riding Local Plan Strategy Document and
Allocations Document for Examination in April 2014. Simon Berkeley (BA MA MRTPI) was
appointed as the planning inspector to undertake the Examination and held public hearings
in October and November 2014.
The purpose of the examination is to determine whether the submitted documents are
legally and procedurally compliant, and are 'sound'. Paragraph 182 of the government's
National Planning Policy Framework1 lists the following four criteria against which the
soundness of a Plan is assessed:


Positively prepared – the plan should be prepared based on a strategy which seeks
to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements,
including unmet requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable
to do so and consistent with achieving sustainable development;



Justified – the plan should be the most appropriate strategy, when considered
against the reasonable alternatives, based on proportionate evidence;



Effective – the plan should be deliverable over its period and based on effective
joint working on cross-boundary strategic priorities; and



Consistent with national policy – the plan should enable the delivery of sustainable
development in accordance with the policies in the Framework.

What is subject to public consultation?
New modifications to the Plan
Since the publication of the Proposed Submission Strategy Document a number of
modifications have been put forward by the Council. This includes 'Main Modifications'
which are needed to address a matter of legal and/or procedural requirement, or an issue
of soundness, as well as 'Minor Modifications' which do not materially affect the Plan, for
example amendments to the supporting text to policies and the correction of typographical
or formatting errors.
Public consultation was undertaken on an initial list of Main Modifications (MM1-33)
between 21 July and 1 September 2014 (see CD206). An initial list of Minor Modifications
was also published in July 2014 (see CD04-02), and further Minor Modifications were
published in September 2014 (see CD04-03). Following the examination hearing sessions, a
number of additional main and minor modifications have been put forward.
1

See http://planningguidance.planningportal.gov.uk/blog/policy/achieving-sustainabledevelopment/plan-making/#paragraph_182
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For clarity, this consultation document lists all of the proposed main and minor
modifications together. Whilst it is anticipated that the vast majority of the changes set out
in this schedule would be minor modifications, they have been included for completeness.
This should aid consultees understanding of how it is proposed to amend the Plan in light of
the discussions that took place at the hearing sessions. In considering responses to this
consultation and any implications for the East Riding Local Plan examination, the inspector
will only reflect on those modifications that would address a matter of legal and/or
procedural requirement, or an issue of soundness (i.e. a Main Modification).
This schedule supersedes all previously published lists of modifications, and any previously
published modifications that are omitted from this document are no longer being proposed.
This consultation seeks comments on the modifications that have not previously been
published for consultation. Please note that comments are not sought on those
modifications that have previously been consulted upon and have not changed. These are
clearly highlighted within the document.
Each modification in this document has a reference number, and the schedule includes the:
 Page number;
 Policy, paragraph or inset / grid map number;
 Proposed new text underlined and deleted text with a strikethrough;
 Justification or explanation for the change; and
 Whether the change has previously been published, and the reference number
previously used. Rows containing modifications that have previously been published
for public consultation and have not changed (on which no further comments are
sought) are shaded light grey.

New documents added to the Examination Library
In addition to the modifications, a number of papers, which includes notes that the Council
agreed to prepare during the hearing sessions, have been added to the Examination Library
and are available for comment. This includes:







Sustainability Appraisal Note to the Strategy Document and Allocations Document,
as well as clarification on the housing numbers that were considered through the
Strategy Document SA Report (CD338).
Updated note setting out how Flood Risk has been taken into account through the
preparation of the Plan (CD276/03).
Updated note setting out the position with planning application on sites in the
submitted Allocations Document (CD275/01).
Updated note on the capacity for new retail floorspace within Beverley (CD281/01).
Updated note setting out those sites where there specific agreement to develop has
not been received from the landowner (CD290/01).
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Updated table 11 from the Council's Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment
(CD10/11).
Notes setting out how the Council has considered changes to the provision of
affordable housing (CD334 and CD343).
Note on the implications of removing the housing cap for Rural Service Centres and
Primary Villages (CD344).
Note on how the Hull Housing Market Area has been considered through the East
Riding Local Plan (CD345).
Note on how the scale of housing growth has been considered through the
preparation of the Plan (CD337).
Note on the implications of the Government's 2012-based household projections
(CD346).
Note setting out the planning history of rejected site DRF22, Driffield (CD342).
Note covering the sources of contamination for allocation PRES-A, Preston (CD340).
Note on the planning applications for Marshlands Primary School, Goole (CD341).
Statement regarding the Pocklington Flood Alleviation Scheme (CD336).
Revised Statements of Common Ground between the Council and other parties
engaged with the examination (including between the Council and Quod
(CD243/01), the Council and the Minerals Product Association (CD270/01) and the
Council, Yorkshire Water and Pegasus Planning (CD341)
Updated Infrastructure Delivery Plan (CD335)
Correspondence that has been received by the Council since the hearing sessions
closed.

A full list of documents that have been added to the Examination Library can be accessed
from the Council's website (http://www.eastriding.gov.uk/localplanexam).
Impact of the 2012-based household projections
The latest 2012-based household projections were published by the Department of
Communities and Local Government on 28 February 2015. Comments are also invited on the
impacts of these projections.

How to Make a Representation
The consultation will close at 5pm on Monday 11 May 2015 and representations should be
send to the Programme Officer, Malcolm Wells. Representations can be made in the
following ways:


by email:

By completing the representation form and emailing it to:
Malcolm.wells@eastriding.gov.uk



in writing:

By completing the response form and posting it to:
Malcolm Wells
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Programme Office (Room GG9)
County Hall
Cross Street
Beverley
East Riding of Yorkshire
HU17 9BA
Response forms are available:






In the main libraries and customer service centres: Anlaby; Beverley; Bridlington
(Central); Brough; Cottingham; Driffield; Goole; Hedon; Hessle; Hornsea; Howden;
Market Weighton; Pocklington; Willerby; Withernsea
From the Council’s website at: http://www.eastriding.gov.uk/localplanexam
By phoning: 01482 396285
By emailing: malcolm.wells@eastriding.gov.uk

If you chose not to use a response form you must ensure that all of the information required
by the form is included in your response. There is no need to resubmit previous
representations. All responses will be made public and published on the Council’s website.
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Ref.

SM1

Page
No.
v

Paragraph /
Policy / Map
Foreword

Proposed Change
Foreword
Insert text:
'It is the role of the planning system to help make development happen and
respond to both the challenges and opportunities within an area. The task of the
East Riding Local Plan is to make sure that the right scale and type of development
takes place in the right locations at the right time. The Local Plan must be
prepared in accordance with national planning policy but be sensitive to locally
identified needs and priorities.

Justification

Previously
published

Proposed Submission Strategy
Document identified that the
Foreword would be inserted prior to
submission.

Minor
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MC1.

We face a number of challenges including the risk of flooding and problems
relating to the remoteness of some of our settlements, but there are also many
strengths and opportunities. We need to respond to these to ensure that
sustainable development benefits as many people as possible. We have a growing
and increasingly ageing population and whilst the majority of our communities
enjoy a high quality of life, deprivation is evident in some areas. Making new
housing affordable is a key challenge, and ensuring people have access to services,
particularly in our rural areas, remains a priority. Yet, we have a rich, diverse and
distinctive landscape, with communities of different sizes where people enjoy
living and spending their leisure time. We also have fantastic businesses and
workers, and a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to transform the local economy into
a leading centre for renewable energy.
This Strategy Document is a key part of the East Riding Local Plan which aims to
respond to these challenges and capitalise on the opportunities. It is a long term
plan providing the over-arching strategic planning framework for the East Riding
to 2029. It sets out a vision for the East Riding and includes a number of objectives
for bringing forward sustainable development. The policies in the document are
forward looking and flexible, allowing us to respond to new opportunities as they
arise, supporting growth whilst protecting those characteristics that make the East
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Ref.

Page
No.

Paragraph /
Policy / Map

Proposed Change

Justification

Previously
published

To include reference to the publication
of the PPG.

Minor
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MC2.

To reflect the publication of the East
Inshore and East Offshore Marine
Plans.

Minor
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MC3

To reflect that fact that not all heritage
is built (e.g. battlefields).

Minor
Modifications
(July 2014) -

Riding special.
We have developed strong relationships with communities as well as businesses
and other stakeholders during the preparation of the Local Plan. This has enabled
us to produce a document reflecting the needs and aspirations of communities
reflecting also the priorities of the East Riding Community Plan.
We would like to take this opportunity to thank all those involved in the
preparation of the Local Plan. We look forward to working with you in the future
to ensure that the policies and proposals in the plan are delivered and that
together we create a sustainable future for the East Riding.

SM2

SM3

SM4

4

4

13

1.14

Cllr Symon Fraser
Portfolio Holder for Environment, Housing and Planning'
Introduction
Amend text:

1.15

'The National Planning Policy Framework (2012) (NPPF) sets out planning policies
for England and is a key part of the Government's reform of the planning system,
which seeks to make planning more accessible. It is supplemented by national
Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) and together these provides a framework of...'
Amend text:

2.23

'...Marine activities can have both landward and offshore impacts, therefore, the
Strategy Document takes into account the Marine Policy Statement, and emerging
work on the preparation of the East Inshore and East Offshore Marine Plans.'
Key Spatial Issues
Amend text:
'...The East Riding also has an important and diverse built heritage historic
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Ref.

Page
No.

Paragraph /
Policy / Map

Proposed Change

Justification

Previously
published
reference
MC4

The 'Hull Strategic Housing Market
Area' has been deleted to provide
consistency with the changes
proposed to Policy S5. The addition of
the enterprise zone is a factual
correction.

n/a

To reflect the newly designated
Neighbourhood Area.

n/a

Factual correction.

Further Minor
Modifications
(5 Sept 2014) reference
MC194.
n/a

environment.'

SM5

SM6

SM7

SM8

SM9

33

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Figure 3

Allerthorpe
Inset 58,
Barmby Moor
Inset 63 (&
Grid 23 & 24)
Cottingham
Inset 11 (&
Grid 42)

Market
Weighton
Inset 31,
Goodmanham
Inset 93 (&
Grids 25, 31 &
32)
Newport
Inset 36, North
Cave Inset 37,

Vision, Place Statements, Objectives and Key Diagram
Amend diagram:
 Add additional Enterprise Zone symbol for Saltend element of the
Humber Green Port Corridor Enterprize Zone.
 Delete ‘Hull Strategic Housing Market Area'
See Appendix A
Promoting Sustainable Development
Amend policies map:
Add Allerthorpe Neighbourhood Area.

Amend policies map:
Amend Cottingham Neighbourhood Area.

Amend policies map:

To reflect the newly designated
Neighbourhood Area.

Add Market Weighton Neighbourhood Area.

Amend policies map:
Add North Cave Neighbourhood Area.

To reflect the newly designated
Neighbourhood Area.

Further Minor
Modifications
(5 Sept 2014) -
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Ref.

Page
No.

SM10

n/a

SM11

SM12

SM13

n/a

n/a

40

Paragraph /
Policy / Map
South Cave
Inset 46 (&
Grid 40)
Pocklington
Inset 40,
Barmby Moor
Inset 63 (&
Grids 17 & 24)
Sutton upon
Derwent
Inset 140 (&
Grid 23)
Wawne
Inset 52,
Woodmansey
Inset 56 (&
Grids 34, 35 &
43)
S3(B) & 4.15

Proposed Change

Justification

Previously
published
reference
MC192.

Amend policies map:

To reflect the newly designated
Neighbourhood Area.

Further Minor
Modifications
(5 Sept 2014) reference
MC191.
n/a

Add Pocklington Neighbourhood Area.

Amend policies map:

To reflect the newly designated
Neighbourhood Area.

Add Sutton upon Derwent Neighbourhood Area.
Amend policies map:

To reflect the newly designated
Neighbourhood Area.

Further Minor
Modifications
(5 Sept 2014) reference
MC193.

To ensure consistency with the NPPF
(paragraphs 17 and 111) in relation to
the use of previously developed land.

n/a

Add Wawne Neighbourhood Area.

Amend text of policy:
'…The Rural Service Centres and Primary Villages will provide for more limited
development in rural areas complemented by existing employment sites. New
development should seek to prioritise the will be encouraged where it involves the
re-use of suitable previously developed land.'
Amend supporting text:
'The re-use of previously developed land remains a priority important in the East
Riding, provided it is not of high environmental value..'
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Ref.
SM14

Page
No.
42

Paragraph /
Policy / Map
4.15

Proposed Change

Justification

Amend text:

To recognise the potential remediation
benefits resulting from the re-use of
previously developed land.

'...provided it is not of high environmental value and is not subject to significant
risks from flooding or a previous use that cannot be remediated. However,...'
SM15

n/a

Cottingham
Inset 11

SM16

n/a

Dunswell
Inset 13

SM17

n/a

Hornsea
Inset 24

Amend policies map:
Amend development limit around Castle Hill Hospital.
Amend policies map:
Amend development limit at southern end to exclude open space (Dene Park
Sports Ground).
Amend policies map:
Amend development limit (include properties along Rolston Road) to be
consistent with the East Riding Local Plan Development Limits Methodology.

SM18

SM19

n/a

n/a

Pocklington
Inset 40 & Grid
17

South Cave
Inset 46

PLEASE NOTE: THIS MODIFICATION HAS PREVIOUSLY BEEN SUBJECT TO PUBLIC
CONSULTATION AND HAS NOT CHANGED. NO FURTHER COMMENTS ON THIS
MODIFICATION ARE SOUGHT.
Amend policies map:

To define a more regular boundary.

To improve consistency with the Local
Plan Development Limits
Methodology.

n/a

To improve consistency with the Local
Plan Development Limits
Methodology.

Main
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MM29.

To reflect updated OS base map.

Minor
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MC145.
Main
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MM30.

Amend development limits around employment allocations POC-J and POC-K to
follow line of new road.
Amend policies map:
Amend development limit (include property along Beverley Road) to be consistent
with the East Riding Local Plan Development Limits Methodology.

Previously
published
Minor
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MC5
n/a

To improve consistency with the Local
Plan Development Limits
Methodology.
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Ref.

Page
No.

Paragraph /
Policy / Map

Proposed Change

Justification

Previously
published

To ensure consistency with the NPPF
in relation to previously developed
land (paragraphs 17 and 111). It also
adds clarity to the policy in relation to
how it seeks to ensure sustainable
patterns of development, improving its
effectiveness.

n/a

To reflect the provisions of Part M of
the General Permitted Development
Order that came into force on 30 May
2013.

Minor
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MC6

Amend boundary of the Yorkshire Wolds Important Landscape Area to follow the
revised Development Limit

SM20

46

S4(A2)

PLEASE NOTE: THIS MODIFICATION HAS PREVIOUSLY BEEN SUBJECT TO PUBLIC
CONSULTATION AND HAS NOT CHANGED. NO FURTHER COMMENTS ON THIS
MODIFICATION ARE SOUGHT.
Amend text:
'A. Outside of the settlements listed in Policy S3, development will be supported to
help maintain the vibrancy of Villages (listed in Appendix B) and the Countryside
where it:
1. Is of an appropriate scale to its location taking into account the need to
support sustainable patterns of development;
2. Prioritises the Encourages the re-use of suitable previously developed
land where appropriate; and
3. Does not involve a significant loss of best and most versatile agricultural
land.; and
4. Does not compromise the general approach set out in Policy S3 to deliver
a sustainable pattern of development.'
Development in Villages and the Countryside should also accord with the specific
provisions of parts B or C of this policy.'

SM21

48

4.39

Amend text:
'The conversion of buildings will be supported where they help to create more
vibrant rural communities, offering employment, tourism or residential
opportunities. As well as the types of uses supported through Part M of the GPDO,
Policy S4 provides a positive framework for bringing buildings back into use. Worklive units may also be appropriate. and tThese should constitute…'
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Ref.
SM22

Page
No.
49

Paragraph /
Policy / Map
4.45

Proposed Change

Justification

Amend text:

To clarify that the clause extends to
existing operations as well as newly
established rural activities.

'If a new dwelling is required to support a new rural activity, whether on an
existing unit or an newly established one, it should normally…'
SM23

n/a

Pollington
Inset 124

Amend policies map:
Amend development limit (include land to the south of Main Street) to be
consistent with the East Riding Local Plan Development Limits Methodology.

SM24

n/a

Seaton
Inset 130

PLEASE NOTE: THIS MODIFICATION HAS PREVIOUSLY BEEN SUBJECT TO PUBLIC
CONSULTATION AND HAS NOT CHANGED. NO FURTHER COMMENTS ON THIS
MODIFICATION ARE SOUGHT.
Amend policies map:
Amend development limit (include properties west of Manor Park) to be
consistent with the East Riding Local Plan Development Limits Methodology.

SM25

n/a

Welton
Inset 147

PLEASE NOTE: THIS MODIFICATION HAS PREVIOUSLY BEEN SUBJECT TO PUBLIC
CONSULTATION AND HAS NOT CHANGED. NO FURTHER COMMENTS ON THIS
MODIFICATION ARE SOUGHT.
Amend policies map:
Amend development limit (include properties of Welton Hill & Beach Hill and The
Old Stables, Welton Mill and 33 Dale Road) to be consistent with the East Riding
Local Plan Development Limits Methodology.

Previously
published
n/a

To improve consistency with the Local
Plan Development Limits
Methodology.

Main
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MM31.

To improve consistency with the Local
Plan Development Limits
Methodology.

Main
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MM32.

To improve consistency with the Local
Plan Development Limits
Methodology.

Main
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MM33.

PLEASE NOTE: THIS MODIFICATION HAS PREVIOUSLY BEEN SUBJECT TO PUBLIC
CONSULTATION AND HAS NOT CHANGED. NO FURTHER COMMENTS ON THIS
MODIFICATION ARE SOUGHT.
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Ref.
SM26

Page
No.
n/a

Paragraph /
Policy / Map
Full Sutton
New Inset

Proposed Change

Justification

Amend policies map:

Full Sutton Prison has rooms that can
be hired by members of the public. As
a result it meets the criteria for
classification as a Village (Policy S4) for
which Development Limits have been
defined.

Add new inset map showing Development Limits for Full Sutton.

SM27

SM28

SM29

n/a

n/a

52-56

Patrington
Haven
New Inset

Patrington
Haven
New Inset

Policy S5(B),
(C), 5.7, 5.11
and Table 2

PLEASE NOTE: THIS MODIFICATION HAS PREVIOUSLY BEEN SUBJECT TO PUBLIC
CONSULTATION AND HAS NOT CHANGED. NO FURTHER COMMENTS ON THIS
MODIFICATION ARE SOUGHT.
Amend policies map:
Add new inset map showing Development Limits for Patrington Haven.
PLEASE NOTE: THIS MODIFICATION HAS PREVIOUSLY BEEN SUBJECT TO PUBLIC
CONSULTATION AND HAS NOT CHANGED. NO FURTHER COMMENTS ON THIS
MODIFICATION ARE SOUGHT.
Amend policies map:
Amendment to development limit in southwestern corner to incorporate land east
of Ravenspurn Road.
Managing the Scale and Distribution of New Development
Amend table in policy (part B):

Major Haltemprice Settlements
Principal Towns
Beverley
Bridlington
Driffield
Goole
Towns

Distribution of dwellings
(2012/13 – 2028/29)
14.9% (3,550 dwellings)
45.6% (10,850)
3,300
3,300
2,300
1,950
22.4% (5,341) 5,340

Previously
published
Main
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MM14.

Patrington Haven has a public house.
As a result it meets the criteria for
classification as a Village (Policy S4) for
which Development Limits have been
defined.

Main
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MM15

To provide opportunity for small infill
site opposite existing development.

n/a

To ensure that the Plan is positively
prepared it is proposed to remove of
the dwelling number 'cap' for Rural
Service Centres (170 dwellings) and
Primary Villages (85), and base the
housing figure for Rural Services
Centres on a 20% increase in the
number of dwellings, and the housing
figure for Primary Villages on a 10%
increase in the number of dwellings.
The reference to percentages have

n/a
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Ref.

Page
No.

Paragraph /
Policy / Map

Proposed Change
Elloughton-cum-Brough
Hedon
Hornsea
Howden
Market Weighton
Pocklington
Withernsea
Rural Service Centres and Primary Villages
Villages and the Countryside

Justification
1,000
901
750
800
900
1,250
550
12.4% (2,960 3,585)
4.6% (1,099) 1,100

Previously
published

also been removed because they are
unnecessary as the figures are
minimums. The housing figures have
also been rounded to the nearest 5.

Amend text of policy (part C):
'C. In Rural Service Centres and Primary Villages, sites for housing will be allocated
to support the level of growth set out in Table 2 based on:
1. 20% increase in the number of dwellings in a Rural Service Centre over
the plan period, or a total of 170 dwellings, whichever is the lower;
2. 10% increase in the number of dwellings in a Primary Village over the
plan period, or a total of 85 dwellings, whichever is the lower.'
Amend supporting text (paragraph 5.7):
'The vast majority of residential development will take place in the Major
Haltemprice Settlements, the Principal Towns and Towns, equating to over almost
8380% of new houses.'
Amend supporting text (paragraph 5.11):
'In Rural Service Centres and Primary Villages, development will be managed
supported to ensure the overall growth of the village reflects its role in the
Settlement Network and its size. For Rural Services Centres, the policy supports
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Ref.

Page
No.

Paragraph /
Policy / Map

Proposed Change

Justification

Previously
published

their role as hubs for the rural areas and plans for growth in the order of 20% of
the current number of dwellings. In Primary Villages, the policy recognises their
basic sustainability credentials and promotes an approach which would increase
the current number of dwellings by 10%.A total of 170 dwellings in a Rural Service
Centre and 85 dwellings in a Primary Village will provide an average of 10
dwellings per annum and 5 dwellings per annum respectively over the plan period.
The scale of development in some settlements is 'capped' at these levels to
prevent excessive levels of development supported in the Rural Service Centres
and Primary Villages and to will ensure that development here does not
compromise the focus on the Major Haltemprice Settlements, Principal Towns and
Towns as the most sustainable locations for development in the East Riding. Table
2 shows how this translates as a housing requirement for each settlement over
the plan period.'
Amend table 2:
Distribution of dwellings (2012/13 – 2028/29)
Rural Service
Primary Villages
Centres
Aldbrough
100
Bilton
Beeford
90
Brandesburton
Bubwith
80
Cherry Burton
Gilberdyke/
49*
Dunswell
Newport
Holme on Spalding
170 225
Easington
Moor
Hutton Cranswick
170
Eastrington
Keyingham
170 215
Flamborough
Kilham
90
Leconfield
Leven
170 210
Melbourne

2*
60
60
7*
19*
40
85 110
70
30
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Ref.

Page
No.

Paragraph /
Policy / Map

Proposed Change
Middleton on the
Wolds
Patrington
Snaith
Stamford Bridge
Wetwang

79

Nafferton

85 105

140
170 245
170 295
70

North Cave
North Ferriby
Preston
Rawcliffe
Roos
Skirlaugh
South Cave
Swanland
Thorngumbald
Tickton
Walkington
Wawne
Wilberfoss
Woodmansey

60
85 160
85 95
23*
40
70
85 160
85 165
16*
4*
70
40
80
50

*These figures represent the number of
extant planning permissions as at
November 2013 (including a discount for
non delivery) added to the number of
completions between April 2012/ and
November 2013. No specific allocations
for residential development will be made
based on current evidence regarding the
level of flood/health and safety risk in
these settlements.
SM30

53 &
57

S5(D) & 5.15

Amend text of policy:
'The Council will seek to ensure a minimum 5 year supply (plus appropriate buffer)
of deliverable sites across the East Riding. Should monitoring reveal a overprovision of housing, the housing supply will be managed to ensure that the
delivery of housing broadly matches the provisions set out in Part B.'
Amend supporting text:
'The housing supply position will be monitored annually, in order to ensure that a
deliverable 5 year supply of housing sites (with an additional buffer of 5% (or 20%,
where there has been a persistent under delivery of housing, as required in the
National Planning Policy Framework) is maintained across the East Riding. Only
where there has been significant over-provision of housing through the plan

Justification

Previously
published

To remove the reference to
implementing a managed release
mechanism as a result of overprovision, and to confirm how delivery
of housing will be monitored. This is to
provide greater consistency with the
NPPF (paragraph 49) which states that
housing applications should be
considered in the context of the
presumption in favour of sustainable
development. In addition, the NPPF’s
Core Planning Principles includes the
need to respond positively to wider
opportunities for growth.

n/a
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Ref.

Page
No.

Paragraph /
Policy / Map

Proposed Change
period (e.g. substantial windfall developments come forward alongside allocated
sites), will a 'Managed Release' mechanism be introduced, either through the
Annual Monitoring Report process or a specific Supplementary Planning
Document. An assessment of supply will be undertaken each year through the
Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment which will assess the progress and
delivery of dwellings on specific sites.'

SM31

54

5.4

Amend text:
'Importantly, the scale of housing planned for in the East Riding has been
considered in a wider policy context, particularly in terms of the urban
[Footnote]
transformation of Hull
. The vision and objectives of the Strategy Document
recognise the importance of supporting a successful City and Policy S3 sets out a
measured approach to growth around the City's boundaries. Significant increases
in the supply of land around Hull would only serve to continue out-migration from
the City and undermine regeneration efforts. The need for a joined-up approach
that supports the regeneration of the City has been reflected through the scale
and distribution of housing development, set out in the strategies of Hull and the
East Riding.'

Justification

(n.b. the deletion of the words 'seek
to' was published through the Minor
Modifications (July 2014) with
reference MC7. This was to improve
consistency with the NPPF. This
modification also supersedes MC11
previously set out in July 2014).
To provide clarity and consistency with
the NPPF (paragraph 47), CLG
Geography of Housing Market Area
research and Planning Advisory Service
Practice Guidance additional wording
is proposed regarding the extent of the
Hull Housing Market Area for the
purposes of determining the
Objectively Assessed Needs.

Previously
published

n/a

[Footnote]

SM32

53,
54 &
58

S5(E), 5.18 &
supporting
text

'For the purposes of establishing an objective assessment of need across
the housing market area, as required by paragraph 47 of the NPPF, the combined
needs for the local authority districts of Hull and East Riding of Yorkshire have
been considered.'
Amend text of policy:
'Approximately 45% of the total housing provision will be located in the East
Riding part of the Hull Housing Market Area (as shown on the Key Diagram)
Beverley & Central and Holderness & Southern Coastal sub areas. The overall

To provide clarity on the geographical
area where the 45% provision will be
applied and to reduce ambiguity over
the term ‘Hull Housing Market Area’.

n/a
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Ref.

Page
No.

Paragraph /
Policy / Map

Proposed Change

Justification

delivery of housing in Hull and the East Riding will be monitored to ensure needs
are being met across the two local authority areas.'

Additional text is also proposed to
ensure housing need and delivery
across the wider Housing Market Area
(Hull and East Riding local authority
boundaries) is monitored. This reflects
paragraph 47 of the NPPF where it
requires the housing requirement to
be assessed across the housing market
area, which in this case is the
combined local authority areas of Hull
and the East Riding. The change
commits the Council to working with
Hull City Council to monitor delivery
and respond with an immediate
review should the process of preparing
Hull's Local Plan identify that needs
are unlikely to be met. The change also
confirms the Council's commitment to
reviewing the East Riding Local Plan in
line with the PPG (Paragraph: 008,
Reference ID: 12-008-20140306).

Amend text of paragraph 5.18:
'Approximately 45% of new housing in the East Riding will be built within the Hull
Housing Market Area Beverley & Central and Holderness & Southern Coastal sub
areas. These sub areas reflect where the interactions between the City of Hull and
those settlements in the East Riding are the strongest. This approach is continued
from the Regional Spatial Strategy, and reflects the aim of both East Riding of
Yorkshire Council and Hull City Council, to support the successful transformation
and renaissance of the City of Hull, including housing market renewal and to help
tackle low demand in the City. It will help to ensure that the City remains the
prime focus for new housing in the Hull Housing Market Area.'
Add additional supporting text:
'The Council will work with Hull City Council to monitor the overall level of housing
[Footnote]
delivery in Hull and the East Riding in totality
, and determine whether the
needs of the area are being met in accordance with the Plan. Should the process
of preparing the Hull Local Plan result in a significant change between the
presently assessed objective housing need for the combined authorities and how
this is distributed between the Hull and East Riding Local Plans, then an immediate
review of the East Riding Local Plan will be undertaken.

Previously
published

A review of the Plan will take place by no later than 2020 and this will need to
take account of delivery across Hull and the East Riding in this plan period and the
latest evidence on housing need.
[Footnote]

Reflecting the geography at which the objectively assessed needs of the
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Ref.

SM33

Page
No.

53 &
58

Paragraph /
Policy / Map

S5(F) & 5.17

Proposed Change
housing market area are determined, which combines the whole of the Hull and
East Riding local authority boundary areas and currently results in a housing need
of approximately 2,100 dwellings per annum. This is consistent with Government
best practice research.
Amend text of policy:
‘The Council will support the provision of an average of 310 335 affordable homes
per annum as part of the overall net additional homes provided each year.’
Amend text of paragraph 5.17:
‘A target has been set to support the delivery of an average of 310 335 (gross)
affordable homes per year, which will be achieved through the planning system.
This includes developer contributions and new affordable housing from other
sources, such as rural exception sites and grant funding. Policy H2 sets out how
affordable housing will be delivered on new housing sites.’

SM34

53 &
58

S5(G) & 5.19

Amend text of policy:
'At least 20% of new dwellings should be built annually across the plan period on
previously developed land.'

Justification

Previously
published

To reflect the impact of other
proposed modifications, including
removing the ‘cap’ on the housing
requirement in Rural Service Centres
and Primary Villages (see modifications
to S5(B) and (C) for details); other
changes to the site allocations (i.e.
new and amended allocations) (see
schedule of modifications to
Allocations Document for details);
revised thresholds set in PPG (see
modifications to H2(A) for details); and
the provision of rural exceptions sites
on sites well related to the
development limits of the Major
Haltemprice Settlements, Principal
Towns and Towns (see modifications
to H2(C) for details).

n/a

Further detail is available in the
Council’s Affordable Housing
Background Note (CD334).
To improve the effectiveness and
flexibility of the policy by clarifying
that the policy will not be used to
prioritise previously developed land on
an annual basis.

n/a

Amend supporting text:
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Ref.

SM35

SM36

SM37

Page
No.

54

55

57

Paragraph /
Policy / Map

Proposed Change

5.7

'...Taking into account the availability of such land for housing purposes, it is
expected that at least 20% of new housing can be built on previously developed
land over the plan period.
Amend text:

5.9

'The level of development promoted across the Settlement Network reflects the
individual needs and challenges of each settlement, taking a realistic view of what
can be delivered in different locations. Given that the overall housing requirement
is a minimum, it follows that the housing requirement identified for different tiers
of the Settlement Network is also a minimum. The vast majority of residential
development will take place ...'
Amend text:

5.13

'…The Council has commissioned some detailed hydraulic modelling work to
further investigate the issues of flood risk and drainage in and around Hedon.
Should the work identify deliverable solutions that would enable further
residential development, a partial review of the Local Plan will then be necessary
undertaken to identify the scale and location of housing development for the
Town.'
Amend text:

Justification
(n.b. the change to Policy S5(G) was
previously published as part of the
Minor Modifications (July 2014) with
reference MC8).
To provide additional clarity on the
implementation of the policy by
making clear that the figures for
individual tiers of the Network are also
minimums.

59

S6(B)

Amend text:
'...The provision of at least 39 hectares of enhanced habitat will be required to
mitigate the impact of development on the adjacent Humber Estuary Special
Protection Area and Ramsar Site. In addition, proposals must be considered in the

Minor
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MC9

To provide certainty of a Local Plan
review in the event that deliverable
solutions of identified in Hedon.

n/a

Rectify formatting error in the
document.

Minor
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MC10
n/a

'Housing requirement to 2029 Table 3 shows the overall housing requirement for
the Strategy Document…'
SM38

Previously
published

To ensure the policy is consistent with
Policy ENV4 and the Habitats
Regulations.
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Ref.

SM39

Page
No.

59

Paragraph /
Policy / Map

S6(B)

Proposed Change
context of the statutory protection which is afforded to also ensure that they have
no adverse effects on the integrity of the Humber Estuary Special Area of
Conservation...'
Amend text:
'... the Humber Estuary Special Area of Conservation. The development will also
be required to preserve or enhance those elements which contribute to the
significance of the designated heritage assets in the area.'

SM40

SM41

60

60

5.23

Amend text:

5.25

'The level of future development reflects the recommendations of the East Riding
Employment Land Review which identifies a need to plan for between 128 and
297 143 and 292 hectares of employment land...'
Amend text:
'The Employment Land Review highlights that the health of Hull City Centre's office
market is of vital importance to the overall competitiveness of both Hull and the
East Riding, and that care needs to be taken to deliver distinct business
environments and property that appeal to a range of occupiers. It is, therefore,
essential that proposals for B1 (a) (office) uses in the East Riding are
complementary to existing and planned developments in Hull City Centre. The City

Justification

Previously
published

To provide consistency with wording
of the Planning (Listed Buildings and
Conservation Areas) Act 1990.

n/a

(n.b. the addition of alternative
wording into this policy regarding
heritage assets was proposed to
highlight the need to safeguard
heritage assets in the vicinity of the
site. This was published as part of the
Main Modifications (July 2014) with
reference MM1. The previously
proposed wording is superseded by
this change).
Factual correction to ensure
consistency with the Employment Land
Review.

To provide clarity on the permission
status of the proposed office uses in
the Major Haltemprice Settlements.

n/a

n/a
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Ref.

Page
No.

Paragraph /
Policy / Map

Proposed Change

Justification

Previously
published

To improve consistency with the
wording of the NPPF (paragraph 32).

Minor
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MC14.

To provide additional clarity on the
implementation of the policy, and
improve the readability of the
paragraph.

n/a

Centre is the primary location for offices, particularly high quality, Grade 'A' office
premises. Office developments in the East Riding should generally provide a
different property offer to the City Centre and cater for a separate target market
(for example, lower density business parks), or support the role of the District and
Town Centres as outlined in Policy S6. The Allocations Document will identify a
number of sites for B1(a) uses in the Major Haltemprice Settlements which already
benefit from planning permission. In many instances these permissions have been
implemented and sites will be developed throughout the plan period.'
SM42

63

5.31

Amend text:
'...To satisfy the requirements of Policies S8 and EC4 it will be imperative that this
impact is mitigated and any development is accompanied by a comprehensive
transport assessment and travel plan and improvements are undertaken within
the transport network that cost effectively limit the significant impacts of the
development. A Transport Assessment (2013) has been prepared to support the
Local Plan...'

SM43

63

5.32

Amend text:
'To help address the highways impact a new direct link road between the site and
the existing operational port area at Alexandra Dock (within the existing
operational port area) is to be created, and, if possible, a rail freight link will also
be provided. This will help to minimise the number of additional vehicle
movements along the A1033. It is supported by Policy A1, which also supports the
provision of a new Park and Ride on the East of Hull, the delivery of which will
help limit any significant impacts need to be provided as part of the Hedon Haven
development to help reduce the pressure on the road network.'

(n.b. with the exception of the removal
of the use of the word 'support' twice
at the start of the second sentence in
this extra, these changes were
previously published as part of the
Minor Modifications (July 2014) with
reference MC15).
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Ref.
SM44

SM45

SM46

Page
No.
63

65

66

Paragraph /
Policy / Map
5.34

Table 4

5.41

Proposed Change

Justification

Amend text:
'There are a number of designated heritage assets in the vicinity of Hedon Haven,
including the medieval harbour and port of Hedon, which is a Scheduled
Monument, two Grade I Listed Churches Paull and Hedon and Conservation Areas
at Hedon and Paull and the medieval town of Hedon. In accordance with Policy
ENV3 i It will be important that development proposals in this area minimise any
potential harm to the significance of these assets, as required by Policy ENV3. As
a result, development proposals will be expected to accord with the mitigation
measures set out in and will need to be informed by the conclusions of the
Heritage Impact Assessment.'
Amend table:

Centre

Floorspace Capacity
(gross sqm)
Convenience Goods
Lower
Upper

Beverley

-

-

Comparison Goods
Lower
Upper
10,200
20,500
4,900
9,800

Amend text:

To improve clarity on relevant heritage
assets and direct link to the Heritage
Impact Assessment. It ensures
consistency with the NPPF (paragraph
129).

To reflect revised capacity analysis set
out in appendix A of the Beverley
Retail Note (CD281). This takes into
account the revised level of turnover
for the Flemingate scheme which is
currently under construction. The
changes ensure the policy is justified.

n/a

Rectify formatting error in the
document.

Minor
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MC17
n/a

'...within a particular Centre, as set out in Retail requirements and
recommendations Table 4 and the Town Centres and Retail Study.'
SM47

n/a

Policies Map
Key

Amend text on Key:
Operational Port Area (S8) Goole Operational Land ABP

Previously
published
Minor
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MC16.

To ensure the wording used by the key
is consistent with the wording of Policy
S8.
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Ref.

SM48

Page
No.
75

Paragraph /
Policy / Map
H1(B)

Proposed Change
A Healthy and Balanced Housing Market
Amend text:
'The provision of specialist accommodation, especially for older people, will be
required as part of the housing mix on larger allocations where they meet an
identified need, unless it can be demonstrated that this would have an
unacceptable impact on the economic viability of the proposed scheme. Specialist
accommodation on non-allocated sites will be supported within the development
limits of settlements, where:…'

SM49

75

H1(B)

PLEASE NOTE: THIS MODIFICATION HAS PREVIOUSLY BEEN SUBJECT TO PUBLIC
CONSULTATION AND HAS NOT CHANGED. NO FURTHER COMMENTS ON THIS
MODIFICATION ARE SOUGHT.
Amend text:
'Specialist accommodation on non-allocated sites will be supported within the
development limits of settlements, where: 1. T the proposal is of an appropriate
scale in relation to the settlement; and 2.There is a need for the development.'

SM50

SM51

75

77

6.10

Table 5

Amend text:
'In establishing an appropriate mix on larger sites, it will be necessary to consider
the housing needs and demands in the Local Plan sub area, and/or an adjacent sub
area where sites are close to the boundary. A summary of the current...'
Amend text:
Residential Care
'This type of accommodation is classed as a residential institution under the Use
Classes Order rather than dwellings. Therefore, whilst this type of accommodation
will meet housing needs, it will not contribute towards meeting the housing

Justification

Previously
published

To ensure that development is
economically viable (in accordance
with NPPF paragraphs 173 & 174).

Main
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MM2

To improve the effectiveness of the
policy by reflecting that there is an
overall need for accommodation for
older people and so this does not need
to be demonstrated on a site by site
basis.
To provide additional clarity on the
implementation of the policy.

n/a

To reflect the guidance of the PPG
(Paragraph: 037, Reference ID: 3-03720140306).

Minor
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MC19
Minor
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MC20
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Ref.

SM52

Page
No.

79 &
80

Paragraph /
Policy / Map

H2 (A), 6.20 &
6.21

Proposed Change
requirement at out in Policy S5. It includes both care and nursing homes and
specialist/ dementia facilities.
This type of development contributes to the provision of dwellings identified in
Policy S5.'
Amend text of policy:
'Affordable housing will be required as part of housing developments, including
where it would form part of a wider site or allocation, where the proposal
comprises:
1. More than 10 housing units 10 housing units or more, or 0.33 hectares or
more, in the Major Haltemprice Settlements, Principal Towns and Towns;
or
2. More than 1,000 sqm of gross combined floorspace.3 housing units or
more elsewhere.'

Justification

Previously
published

To ensure the policy is consistent with
the guidance of the PPG (as updated
on 28 November 2014 (Paragraphs:
23b-001-20140306 – 23b-02320141128)).

n/a

Amend text of paragraph 6.20:
'Affordable housing should be provided where a proposal comprises results in a
net increase of 10 more than 10 housing units, or the site area is gross combined
residential floorspace is more than 1,000sqm 0. 33 hectares (ha ) or more, in
accordance with National Planning Policy on planning obligations., in the Major
Haltemprice Settlements, Principal Towns and Towns . In all other locations
affordable housing should be provided where a proposal results in a net increase
of 3 housing units or more. These thresholds should be applied to all housing
developments, including conversions, change of use, and new build.
Amend text of paragraph 6.21:
6.21 The area threshold (0.33ha) for the Major Haltemprice Settlements, Principal
Towns and Towns is based on a density of 30 dwellings per hectare (dph). This
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Ref.

Page
No.

Paragraph /
Policy / Map

Proposed Change

Justification

Previously
published

To improve the effectiveness of the
policy and increase delivery of
affordable housing by adding flexibility
in terms of the areas where rural
exception sites will be supported.

n/a

The combined gross internal area measurement of all new dwellings, and other
buildings ancillary to residential use (such as detached garages), will be used to
calculate whether a proposal exceeds the floorspace threshold. The use of the
floorspace threshold will help to ensure that large low density developments of
large house types that exceed the area threshold, and could reasonably be
expected to provide affordable housing, are required to make provision in
accordance with Figure 8. The density of development will need to be considered
against Policy H4. An area threshold is not set for proposals in settlements below
the level of Towns although, based on an average density of 30 dph (Policy H4), it
could reasonably be expected that affordable housing will be provided on sites
that are 0.1ha or more in size, unless a lower density development is justified.'
Add additional supporting text:

SM53

79 &
81

H2 (C1) & 6.26

'In accordance with the Planning Practice Guidance, a vacant building credit will be
offered when a vacant building (which has not been abandoned) is to be brought
back into any lawful use, or demolished and replaced, as part of any development
proposal. The credit will be equivalent to the existing gross floorspace of the
vacant building, and the affordable housing contribution will be calculated based
on the overall net increase in floorspace.'
Amend text of policy:
'Rural exception sites will be supported where they:
1. Are well related to the development limits of a Major Haltemprice
Settlement, Principal Town, Town, Rural Service Centre or Primary
Village; or...'
Amend supporting text:
'Special consideration will be given to supporting proposals that the granting of
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Ref.

SM54

Page
No.

79

Paragraph /
Policy / Map

H2 (F)

SM55

80

Figure 8

SM56

80

6.22

SM57

81

New
paragraph

Proposed Change
planning permission in rural settlements where the limited supply of housing land
may create problems for the provision of provide affordable homes for local
people. Rural exception sites for affordable housing will be supported in the
countryside where they are should be well related to the development limits of a
Major Haltemprice Settlement, Principal Town, Town, Rural Service Centre or
Primary Village, or within or well related to the development limits of a Village. ,
where dDevelopment in such places can provide future occupants with
opportunities to greater access to transport, employment opportunities and other
services and facilities. In the more rural parts of the East Riding (for example, Rural
Service Centres, Primary Villages and Villages) Ssites for affordable housing may be
larger than would normally be considered appropriate in rural areas. In these
instances the scale and design of development...'
Amend text:
'Affordable housing will be encouraged should seek to meet or exceed current
Homes and Communities Agency Design Standards.'
Amend colours of the affordable housing market sub-areas on diagram (see
appendix A).
Amend text:
'...negotiations with the Council to agree what percentage of affordable housing
can be provided. This will require a financial information viability assessment to be
submitted with as part of the planning application.'
Insert new paragraph after 6.28:
‘The Council is committed to an early review of Policy H2. This review will
consider:
 The implications of changing market conditions
 New or revised evidence such as the AHVA and/or SHMA

Justification

Previously
published

To provide clarity on the intentions of
the Policy to improve its effectiveness.

n/a

To provide greater differentiation
between the requirements that apply
to different housing market areas.
To provide additional clarity on the
information requirement to assist with
the implementation of the policy.

n/a

To provide additional clarity on the
issues that would be considered
through a review of the Local Plan
affordable housing policy.

Minor
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MC21
n/a
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Ref.

Page
No.

Paragraph /
Policy / Map

Proposed Change



SM58

85

H4 (B)

Justification

Previously
published

To ensure flexibility, consistent with
the general approach of the NPPF.

n/a

To ensure flexibility, consistent with
the general approach of the NPPF.

n/a

To recognise that SUDS are required
where practicable/ feasible (not just in
areas of high flood risk) and significant
areas for water storage should be
excluded from the net developable
area.

n/a

The proportion of affordable housing being delivered by the policy
The potential to allocate additional housing sites for purely
affordable housing development.’

Amend text:
'Developments should seek to will be encouraged to achieve a density of at least
30 dwellings per hectare (dph).'

SM59

85

H4(C)

Amend text:
'Lower density development may will be appropriate where justified'.

SM60

86

6.39 (first
bullet)

Amend text:


SM61

86

6.39 (third
bullet)

'...or an area necessary to make space for significant water storage in
areas of high flood risk;'

Amend text:


'areas comprising non housing development, such as employment,
commercial uses or community facilities (such as a new school of or
health centre).'

(n.b. the insertion of the word
'significant' was published through the
Minor Modifications (July 2014) with
reference MC22).
Typographical error.

Further Minor
Modifications
(5 September
2014) reference
MC153
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Ref.
SM62

SM63

Page
No.
87

91 &
93

Paragraph /
Policy / Map
6.44

EC1 (C1) & 7.9

Proposed Change

Justification

Amend text:

To provide additional clarify on how
the policy will be implemented, though
managing proposals that may prevent
the development of a wider allocation.

'In order to ensure the delivery and that the most efficient use of an allocated site,
it is important that where proposals come forward on part of a larger allocated
site they do not compromise or prevent the development of the remainder of the
site. It is also important to ensure tThe layout must be is designed to allow for
connections to the adjacent allocated land in order to meet the requirements set
out in the Allocations Document. It is, therefore, necessary to require detailed
development proposals to demonstrate that they will not prejudice the full and
proper development of the allocation, including the provision of the necessary
infrastructure to serve the whole site. This could involve the use of appropriate
conditions and legal agreements, for example where it would be necessary to
ensure that the full range of infrastructure is provided for and that access roads
are built and adopted to the boundary edge.'
A Prosperous Economy
Amend text of policy:
'There is no longer a need, or it is not viable, for that or any other employment use
on the site, which has been demonstrated by an up-to-date employment land
review or through a comprehensive marketing exercise; or...'
Amend supporting text:
'...In some instances, an existing employment site may no longer be suitable to
meet market demand now and in the future, or the use of the site for employment
uses may not be viable. This could be identified through an up-to-date
Employment Land Review or the marketing of the site for its current use.'

SM64

93

7.12

Amend text:
'Proposals will be supported where they are adjacent to an existing employment
industrial estate and business park, or where it would allow for the expansion of

To provide additional flexibility into
the policy to improve its effectiveness.
(n.b. the addition of text regarding
viability into this policy was published
as part of the Main Modifications (July
2014) with reference MM3. The
previously proposed wording is
superseded by this change).

To correct a typographical error, and
to provide clarity that the policy
relates to the expansion of an existing
business's site or premises in order to

Previously
published
n/a

Main
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MM3 (policy
change) and
Minor
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MC23
(supporting
text)
n/a
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Ref.

SM65

Page
No.
n/a

Paragraph /
Policy / Map
Policies Map
Key

Proposed Change

Justification

an existing business's site or premises.'
Amend policy reference on Key:

improve its effectiveness.
Factual correction to reflect the
relevant policy in the Strategy
Document.

Seafront Areas (EC3 EC2)

SM66

101

EC3(C) & 7.33

Amend text of policy:
'Proposals for retail, office and leisure uses, that are not in accordance with an
allocation, will be required to assess the impact of the development where they
comprise more than:...'

To clarify that an impact assessment
will only be required for development
on that is in accordance with an
allocation, consistent with the NPPF
(paragraph 26).

Previously
published
Minor
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MC152.
n/a

Amend text of paragraph 7.33 (second bullet point):

SM67

102

EC3(J) & 7.39

'...Developments above the threshold may have a significant impact upon the
Centre, or other Centres within the catchment area, and planning applications
should be accompanied by an impact assessment. An impact assessment would
not be required for an allocation where the proposed development delivers the
type and scale of retail floorspace specified by the relevant policy in the
Allocations Document. Where a proposal serves a local need over a
neighbourhood catchment, it will not be necessary to demonstrate that there is a
sequentially preferable site.'
Amend text of policy:
'Proposals for small-scale retail, office and leisure uses in out-of-town location will
be supported where they are below 100 sq m (gross) of floorspace. Where
relevant, pProposals above 100 sq m (gross) floorspace:...'

To take into account Part M of the
General Permitted Development Order
that came into force on 30 May 2013.

Minor
Modifications
(July 2014) references
MC26 and
MC27.

Amend supporting text:
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Ref.

SM68

SM69

SM70

Page
No.

n/a

n/a

n/a

Paragraph /
Policy / Map

Goole
Inset 19 & 19a

Howden
Inset 25 & 25a

Policies Map
Key

Proposed Change
'...would need to assess the potential impact of the development on the vitality
and viability of a Town of District Centre. However, in certain instances Part M of
the Town and Country Planning (General Permitted Development) (Amendment)
(England) Order 2013 would permit the change of use of agricultural buildings in
excess of 100 sqm. In these instances it would not be necessary to assess the
impact of the development or apply the Sequential Approach. '
Amend policies map:
Add Morrisons Supermarket on Boothferry Road, Goole to the Primary Shopping
Area
Amend policies map:
Add Cooperative Supermarket on Charles Briggs Avenue, Howden to the Primary
Shopping Area.
Amend policy references on Key:
Town Centre Boundary (EC4 EC3)
Primary Shopping Frontage (EC4 EC3)
Primary Shopping Area (EC4 EC3)

SM71

105

EC4

Amend Primary Shopping Area notation from a solid pink fill to a diagonal striped
pink fill, and Primary Shopping Area notation from a pink line to an orange line.
Amend text:
'In order to increase overall accessibility, minimise congestion and improve safety,
new development will be supported where it is accessible, or can be made
accessible, by sustainable modes of transport and addresses its likely transport
impact. Development proposals should:...'

Justification

Previously
published

To reflect latest extent of the primary
retail area on Boothferry Road, Goole.

n/a

To reflect latest extent of the primary
retail area in Howden.

n/a

Factual correction to reflect the
relevant policy in the Strategy
Document.

Minor
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MC152.

To recognise that proposed
improvements to accessibility will be
taken into account when making
decisions on a planning application, to
improve the effectiveness of the
policy.

Main
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MM5

PLEASE NOTE: THIS MODIFICATION HAS PREVIOUSLY BEEN SUBJECT TO PUBLIC
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Ref.

SM72

Page
No.

106

Paragraph /
Policy / Map

7.44

Proposed Change

Justification

Previously
published

CONSULTATION AND HAS NOT CHANGED. NO FURTHER COMMENTS ON THIS
MODIFICATION ARE SOUGHT.
Amend text:

Typographical error.

Further Minor
Modifications
(5 Sept 2014) reference
MC154
Further Minor
Modifications
(5 Sept 2014) reference
MC155

'...In addition, the East Riding Infrastructure Study hihglights highlights the...'

SM73

SM74

SM75

SM76

107

110

111

111 &
112

7.50

Amend text:

Table 7

'Guidance contained within 'Car Parking-What Works Where' (English
Partnerships, 2006) 'Manual for Streets' (DfT, 2007) and 'Manual for Streets 2,
wider application of the principles' (The Chartered Institution of Highways &
Transportation, 2010) should be used to establish appropriate layouts, design, and
balance between on-street and off-street parking within new development'
Amend text:

EC5(A)

Gas Supply Infrastructure
'…there are other nationally significant pipelines, including the Teesside to Salt
End Ethanol Ethylene Pipeline, that cross the East Riding.'
Amend text:

EC5(A) & 7.60

'Proposals for the development of the energy sector, including those types of
development listed in Table 7, will be supported where any significant adverse
impact are addressed satisfactorily minimised and the residual harm is
outweighed by...'
Amend policy text:
'Proposals for the development of the energy sector, including those types of
development listed in Table 7, will be supported where any significant adverse
impacts are satisfactorily minimised, and the residual harm is outweighed by the

To ensure consistency in referencing
across the Strategy Document.

Factual correction.

To improve consistency with the NPPF
(paragraph 97).

Replacing 'public' with 'wider' will
make the policy more consistent with
the NPS for Energy.

Minor
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MC29
Minor
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MC30.
n/a
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Ref.

Page
No.

Paragraph /
Policy / Map

Proposed Change

Justification

Previously
published

To ensure the impact on water quality
is a consideration for energy
proposals, in accordance with NPPF
(paragraph 109).

Main
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MM6

To provide more clarity on the relevant
safeguarded areas.

Further Minor
Modifications
(5 Sept 2014) reference
MC156

To recognise that the impact of
development may extend beyond the
local authority administrative
boundary.

Minor
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MC32

public wider benefits of the proposal. Developments and their associated
infrastructure should be acceptable in terms of;...'
Amend supporting text:

SM77

111

EC5 (A3.i)

'Development will be supported providing adverse environmental, social or
economic impacts are satisfactorily addressed. Adverse impacts must outweigh
the wider public benefits of the development....'
Amend text:
'i. local amenity, including noise, air and water quality, traffic, vibration, dust and
visual impact;'

SM78

SM79

113

114

7.66

PLEASE NOTE: THIS MODIFICATION HAS PREVIOUSLY BEEN SUBJECT TO PUBLIC
CONSULTATION AND HAS NOT CHANGED. NO FURTHER COMMENTS ON THIS
MODIFICATION ARE SOUGHT.
Amend text:

7.71

'Some civil airports are important to the national air transport system and are,
alongside military and other technical sites, officially safeguarded to ensure that
their operation is not inhibited by new development. The officially safeguarded
areas, around Humberside Airport and Robin Hood Doncaster Sheffield Airport
(including Hibaldstow Radar Station) are determined by the airport operator.'
Amend text:
'...and relationships with other developments. Cumulative impact assessments
should consider existing developments and those with an extant planning
permission, including developments within neighbouring Local Authority areas.
and i Information should be provided with the application to address the:…'
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Ref.
SM80

Page
No.
n/a

Paragraph /
Policy / Map
All relevant
maps

Proposed Change

Justification

Amend policies map:

Factual correction.

Amend Strategic Aerodrome buffer to include Hibaldstow Radar 30km buffer.

SM81

SM82

n/a

115

Policies Map
Key

7.75

Amend text:
'Strategic Aerodrome Buffer Aviation Consultation Zones (ENV)EC5)
MOD Safeguarding Areas (ENV6) Military and Technical Site Consultation Zones
(EC5)'
Amend text:

To make consistent with text at
paragraph 7.66 of the Submission
Strategy Document and to correct a
typographical error.
Typographical error.

'Since Mminerals can only be worked where they are naturally found.
Consequently, Mineral Safeguard areas are required....'
SM83

115 117

EC6(B5), 7.76,
7.77 & 7.78

Amend text of policy:
'4. Non-mineral development is temporary in nature; or
5. Non-mineral development is in accordance with an allocation in the Allocations
Document or a Neighbourhood Development Plan; or
5. 6. The underlying or adjacent mineral deposit can be extracted prior to the nonmineral development proceeding, or prior extraction of the deposit is not possible.
Amend text of paragraph 7.76:
'Mineral Safeguarding Areas are identified on the Policies Map. In defining these,
the extent of the different mineral resources and the likely development pressures
within and adjacent to the resources was considered, as well as the location of
significant existing mineral operations in the area. In the case of sand and gravel,
limestone, and silica sand this is in line with the general extent of the resource, as

To improve consistency with the
British Geological Survey Good
Practice Guidance. Further details are
set out in the Statement of Common
Ground with the Minerals Product
Associated (CD270).

Previously
published
Further Minor
Modifications
(5 Sept 2014) reference
MC195.
n/a

Further Minor
Modifications
(5 Sept 2014) reference
MC157
n/a

(n.b. the amendment to paragraph
7.77 which clarifies non-mineral
development will be supported within
and adjacent to a Mineral
Safeguarding Area when the listed
criteria are met was previously
published as part of the Minor
Modifications (July 2014) with
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Ref.

Page
No.

Paragraph /
Policy / Map

Proposed Change

Justification

shown on the British Geological Survey Map and in Figure 10, and around
significant existing operations. In the case of brick clay, crushed rock (chalk), and
industrial chalk resources, the safeguarding areas are located around significant
existing operations; and the general extent of the brick clay, higher purity chalk
and unconcealed lower quality chalk according to the British Geological Survey
Map. Urban areas are excluded from the Mineral Safeguarding Areas, but
environmental designations, such as SSSIs, are included. Where necessary, tThe
extent of Mineral Safeguarding Areas will be refined through the Joint Minerals
Plan.'

reference MC33).

Previously
published

Amend text of paragraph 7.77:
'...Therefore, non-mineral development, which would adversely affect the viability
of exploiting an underlying or adjacent deposit in the future, will be supported
within and adjacent to a Mineral Safeguarding Area where:...
 Test drilling, test pits or other evidence, including the quantity of mineral,
overburden, mineral depth, mineral thickness, and how fine the deposits
are, suggest the underlying or adjacent mineral is of limited economic value,
and its value is unlikely to become significantly greater in future, for
example, by being of insufficient amount or quality. Documented attempts
to market the mineral may be required to demonstrate that the mineral
resource is not viable;
 The need for the development outweighs the need to safeguard the
minerals for the future, for example, the surface development is an essential
piece of infrastructure and alternative sites are not available without a
disproportionate cost;
 It can take place without preventing the mineral resource from being
extracted in the future. This could include development covering a smaller
area, such as householder development. Some larger proposals containing
only limited built development could also take place without sterilising the
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Ref.

Page
No.

Paragraph /
Policy / Map

Proposed Change





Justification

Previously
published

resource, for example, golf courses or some types of agricultural
development. This will depend on the nature of the proposal and the extent,
nature and economic value of the mineral concerned. Other types of
development which could take place without sterilising the mineral resource
include, applications for alterations and extensions to existing buildings,
change of use of existing development, advertisement consents, and
applications for reserved matters following an outline consent;
It is temporary in nature; or
It is in accordance with a development plan allocation; or
There is evidence that prior extraction of the mineral deposit is not possible,
or that the deposit will be extracted in an environmentally acceptable
manner prior to the non-mineral development proceeding.'

Amend text of paragraph 7.78 and add additional supporting text:
'In all instances it will also be necessary to consider the balance between how the
quality, depth and thickness of the mineral deposit affects its viability, as well as
the extent to which the non-mineral surface development would sterilise this
resource. An assessment of the effect of the proposed development on the
mineral resource beneath or adjacent to the site of the development (termed a
Mineral Assessment) will normally be required. A proposal for a single dwelling,
for example, could still sterilise a large area of resource if built in a certain
location. In other cases, applications will be screened out of having to satisfy the
policy's requirements by meeting one of a number of exemption criteria which
include:
 Applications for householder development;
 Applications for alterations and extensions to existing buildings and for
change of use of existing development, unless intensifying activity on site;
 Applications for advertisement consent;
 Applications for reserved matters including subsequent applications after
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Ref.

Page
No.

Paragraph /
Policy / Map

Proposed Change






Justification

Previously
published

outline consent has been granted;
Prior notifications (telecoms, forestry, agriculture, demolition);
Certificates of Lawfulness of Existing Use or Development (CLEUD) and
Certificates of Lawfulness of Proposed Use or Development (CLOPUD);
Applications for works to trees;
Applications for temporary planning permission.

7.79 Where non-mineral development is considered acceptable within or adjacent
to a Mineral Safeguarding Area it will be necessary to ensure that the proposal
minimises the impact on the minerals deposit, for example, through the siting and
layout of any buildings. In assessing whether a proposed non-minerals
development is adjacent to a Safeguarding Area, it will be necessary to consider
the nature of the resource being safeguarded. For example, chalk and limestone
deposits may require the use of explosives for extraction and the close proximity
of non-mineral development may limit the use of this resource. However, sand
and gravel, which can be dug from open workings, has a much lower potential
impact. Guidance published by the British Geological Survey provides examples of
typical distances from Mineral Safeguarding Areas for different mineral resources
within which non-mineral development is likely to be considered to be 'adjacent'.
 Small heritage stone quarries (where currently disused)- 150 metres
 Sand and gravel- 250 metres
 Clay- 250 metres
 Silica sand- 250 metres
 Chalk (where blasting is likely)- 500 metres
 Limestone (where blasting is likely)- 500 metres
7.80 Within these distances proposals will need to consider part B of the policy. In
addition, any Greenfield non-mineral allocation adjacent to a development limit
where it abuts a Mineral Safeguarding Area will be required to address the
provisions of the policy.
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Ref.

SM84

Page
No.

n/a

Paragraph /
Policy / Map

All relevant
maps

Proposed Change

7.81 The Joint Minerals Plan will address the need to safeguard existing, planned
and potential rail heads, rail links to quarries, wharfage and associated storage,
handling and processing facilities for the bulk transport by rail, sea or inland
waterways of minerals, where it is appropriate to do so.'
Amend policies map:
Delete 200 metre ‘stand-off’ between proposed development limits and Mineral
Safeguarding Areas (MSAs), so that MSAs extend up to the development limits
where appropriate.
Remove glaciolacustrine sand and gravel deposits according to previous versions
of the British Geological Survey Mineral Resources Map from being part of the
Mineral Safeguarding Areas. Add safeguarding area for individual quarries within
this area of deposits by safeguarding the extent of the existing active quarry and
adding a 250metre buffer around the edges.
Add the full extent higher quality chalk deposits as well as the unconcealed lower
quality chalk deposits according to the British Geological Survey Mineral Resources
Map to the Mineral Safeguarding areas.

SM85

SM86

n/a

120

Policies Map
Key

8.4

Amend text of Key:
Operational Port Area (S8) Goole Operational Land ABP
A High Quality Environment
Amend text:
'...high quality design, including Draft National Planning Policy Practice Guidance,
the Homes and Communities...'

Justification

Previously
published

As agreed with the Mineral Products
Association so that greenfield
allocations and the edge of
settlements will need to address the
provisions of policy EC6.
The removal of this deposit is as a
result of a decision made by the British
Geological Survey that glaciolacustrine
deposits, on a regional scale, did not
constitute a sand and gravel resource
and have been removed from their
data. This resulted in a need to
safeguard resources for individual
operational quarries within this area.
This change is based on advice from
the British Geological Survey.
To ensure the wording used by the Key
is consistent with the wording of Policy
S8.

n/a

To reflect the publication of the PPG.

Minor
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MC34

n/a
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Ref.
SM87

SM88

Page
No.
122

125

Paragraph /
Policy / Map
8.5

ENV2 (A)

Proposed Change

Justification

Amend text:

To provide additional clarity on the
benefits of early engagement and the
design review process.

'...high standards of design are achieved through the planning system. Intergreat
Plus provide local design review assessment and support for the Council on minor
and major projects within the East Riding. In general eEarly engagement on the
consideration of design is encouraged and can be a way to positively respond to
site challenges and, in general, this recognises that the more issues that can be
resolved at pre-application stage, the greater the benefits. Design Review could be
supported through Integreat Plus who provide local design review assessment and
support for the Council on minor and major projects within the East Riding.'
Amend text:
'Development proposals should be sensitively integrated into the existing
landscape, demonstrate an understanding of the intrinsic qualities of the
landscape setting and, where possible, seek to make the most of the opportunities
to restore protect and enhance landscape characteristics and features. To achieve
this development should:...'

SM89

125

ENV2 (A1)

PLEASE NOTE: THIS MODIFICATION HAS PREVIOUSLY BEEN SUBJECT TO PUBLIC
CONSULTATION AND HAS NOT CHANGED. NO FURTHER COMMENTS ON THIS
MODIFICATION ARE SOUGHT.
Amend text:
'Protect the character and individual identity of settlements by Mmaintaining their
physical separation of settlements and protect the character and function of Key
Open Areas, including those settlements and through the maintenance of the Key
Open Areas identified in Policies A1-A6, where there is a risk of settlement
coalescence.'

Previously
published
Minor
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MC36

This modification was introduced to
reflect the approach in the NPPF
(paragraph 109).

Main
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MM7.

To recognise that it is important to
maintain the character and function of
settlements, which is supported
through the identification of Key Open
Areas, and clarify that it is not
intended that the character and
function of the Key Open Areas, in
themselves, would be maintained. This
will improve the effectiveness of the

n/a
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Ref.

SM90

Page
No.
125

Paragraph /
Policy / Map
ENV2 (A5)

Proposed Change

Amend text:
'Retain, and not detract from, and enhance existing wetland and water feature
characteristics.'

SM91

128

8.31

PLEASE NOTE: THIS MODIFICATION HAS PREVIOUSLY BEEN SUBJECT TO PUBLIC
CONSULTATION AND HAS NOT CHANGED. NO FURTHER COMMENTS ON THIS
MODIFICATION ARE SOUGHT.
Amend text:

Justification
policy.
This modification was introduced to
reflect the approach in the NPPF
(paragraph 109).

Typographical errors.

'There are no statutory landscape designations in the East Riding, although there
are two areas identifid identified as Heritage Coast, whcih which are recognised...'
SM92

SM93

SM94

130

132

132

8.40

Amend text:

ENV3(B)

'...have not been designated. The finds from non-designated, yet significant,
archaeology sites cover every period from the Palaeolithic Mesolithic to the Cold
War era.'
Amend text:

ENV3(C)

'The significance, views, setting, character, appearance and context of heritage
assets, both designated and non-designated, should be conserved preserved or
enhanced, especially the key features that contribute to the East Riding's
distinctive historic character including:...'
Amend text:
'Development that is likely to cause harm to the significance of a heritage asset
will only be granted permission where the public benefits of the proposal
outweigh the potential harm. Proposals which would preserve, enhance or better

Factual correction.

To provide consistency with wording
of the Planning (Listed Buildings and
Conservation Areas) Act.

To provide consistency with wording
of the Planning (Listed Buildings and
Conservation Areas) Act.

Previously
published
Main
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MM8

Further Minor
Modifications
(5 Sept 2014) reference
MC158
Minor
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MC39
n/a

n/a
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Ref.

SM95

SM96

Page
No.
n/a

n/a

Paragraph /
Policy / Map
Aldbrough
Inset 1

Flamborough
Inset 17

Proposed Change
reveal the significance of the asset should be treated favourability.'
Amend policies map:
Amend Conservation Area boundary along North Street to exclude particular
buildings at the western end.
Amend policies map:

Justification

Previously
published

Factual correction to the extent of the
Aldbrough Conservation Area.

n/a

To reflect updated Conservation Area
boundary.

Further Minor
Modifications
(5 Sept 2014) reference
MC178.
Further Minor
Modifications
(5 Sept 2014) reference
MC176.
Further Minor
Modifications
(5 Sept 2014) reference
MC179.
Further Minor
Modifications
(5 Sept 2014) reference
MC180.
Minor
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MC147.

Amend Flamborough Conservation Area

SM97

n/a

Howden
Inset 25

Amend policies map:

To reflect updated Conservation Area
boundary.

Amend Howden Conservation Area

SM98

n/a

South Cave
Inset 46

Amend policies map:

To reflect updated Conservation Area
boundary.

Amend South Cave East Conservation Area

SM99

n/a

South Cave
Inset 46

Amend policies map:

To reflect updated Conservation Area
boundary.

Amend South Cave West Conservation Area

SM100

n/a

Stamford
Bridge
Inset 47

Amend policies map:
Update Ancient Monument to the south of the village

Scheduled Monument designation has
been confirmed by English Heritage.
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Ref.
SM101

SM102

SM103

SM104

SM105

Page
No.
n/a

134

135

136

136

Paragraph /
Policy / Map
Bishop Wilton
Inset 69 (&
Grid 17)

Proposed Change

Justification

Amend policies map:

To reflect updated Conservation Area
boundary.

Amend Bishop Wilton Conservation Area

8.49

Amend text:

8.51

'Biodiversity Areas (Figure 12), which are broad habitat networks, have been
identified, and mapped and will be reviewed through by the ERYBAP. These are
defined at the regional and local level and indicate areas where landscape and
biodiversity initiatives will be focused in order to increase and/or sustain networks
of important habitats and species. In the East Riding, Biodiversity Priority Areas,
which have not been defined at field boundary scale, include the North Yorkshire
Coast and Flamborough Headland,...'
Amend text:

Factual correction.

8.52

'The Hull and East Yorkshire Riding and Humber Local Nature Partnerships (LNPs)
consists of stakeholders from commercial and social sectors, as well as
environmental organisations.'
Amend text:

Typographical error.

Table 9

'The Humberhead Levels Partnership which has secured Nature Improvement Area
(NIA) status for the Humberhead Levels. This is an inter-connected habitat
network...'
Amend text:
European Marine Site (EMS)
' ...These sites are considered through the preparation of the Marine Management
Organisation's Draft East Inshore and East Offshore Offshire Marine Plans (July
2013April 2014).'

To reflect the role of the Biodiversity
Action Plan.

To reflect the publication of the East
Inshore and East Offshore Marine
Plans.

Previously
published
Further Minor
Modifications
(5 Sept 2014) reference
MC177.
Minor
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MC40

Minor
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MC41
Minor
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MC42
Minor
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MC43
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Ref.
SM106

SM107

SM108

SM109

Page
No.
137

138

138

138

Paragraph /
Policy / Map
8.54

Proposed Change

Justification

Amend text:

To provide clarity on the interpretation
of the policy.

ENV4(B)

'New developments are expected to optimise opportunities to safeguard and
enhance biodiversity and geodiversity, and, where possible, deliver enhancements
that result in a net gain in biodiversity.'
Amend text:

ENV4 (C) & (D)

'Proposals that are likely to have an adverse effect on a National Site (alone or in
combination) will not normally be permitted, except where the benefits of
development in that location clearly outweigh both the impact on the site and any
broader impacts on the wider network of National Sites.'
Amend text:

8.55

'C. Development resulting in loss or significant harm to a Local Site, or habitats or
species supported by Local Sites, whether directly or indirectly, will only be
supported if it can be demonstrated there is a need for the development in that
location and the benefit of the development outweighs the loss or harm. Where
loss or harm cannot be prevented or adequately mitigated, as a last resort,
compensation for the loss/harm must be agreed. Development will be refused if
loss or significant harm cannot be prevented, adequately mitigated against or
compensated for.
D. Where loss or harm to a National or Local designated site, as set out in Table 9,
cannot be prevented or adequately mitigated, as a last resort, compensation for
the loss/harm must be agreed. Development will be refused if loss or significant
harm cannot be prevented, adequately mitigated against or compensated for.
D. E. Proposals should further the aims...'
Amend text:
'...There are also specific action/management plans for some designated sites,
including for Flamborough Head, the Humber Estuary, Spurn Point, and the River

To improve consistency with the NPPF
(paragraph 118).

Part C of this Policy had been split up
to improve consistency with the NPPF
(paragraph 118) as loss or harm should
be considered for all designated sites
(not just Local Sites). The reference to
'National or Local' designated sites is
also now proposed to be added in to
the new part D to ensure consistency
with the NPPF (paragraph 118) and the
Habitats Regulations.
(n.b. the proposal to split up part C
was previously published on as part of
Main Modifications (July 2014) with
reference MM9).
Factual correction to reflect that the
Lower Derwent Valley Plan is also a
specific plan for a designated site.

Previously
published
Further Minor
Modifications
(5 Sept 2014) reference
MC159
Minor
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MC44.
n/a

n/a
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Ref.

Page
No.

Paragraph /
Policy / Map

Proposed Change

Justification

Previously
published

Factual correction.

Minor
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MC46

To provide additional clarity on the
implementation of the policy and the
potential need for management plans,
to improve the effectiveness of the
policy.

n/a

Hull Headwaters, and for some locally designated sites. A Lower Derwent Valley
Plan will enable the full value of both designated land and the adjacent
functionally connected land to be recognised and provide a cross boundary
approach to the conservation of this area. These specific plans which may also be
of relevance to a particular proposal.'
SM110

139

8.58

Amend text:
'...paragraph 118 of the National Planning Policy Framework. Potential SPAs
(pSPA), possible SACs (pSAC) and proposed Ramsar sites are afforded the same
protection as European Sites. This will includes an extension amendment to the
Flamborough Head SPA and SAC boundaries, which has have been identified by
Natural England as a pSPA and pSAC.'

SM111

SM112

140

n/a

8.64

Beverley
Inset 4

Amend text:
'Development proposals will be considered under the statutory context afforded
to them including the Habitats Regulations and SSSI legislation. It will This may
require consideration of potential impacts from developments some distance
away, which is based on the nature of the development and potential pathways
for impact. This is a more effective approach than a line of a map which would not
take these factors into account. At a local level, development should avoid harm
and where appropriate enhance LWSs through buffering. The need for a
management plan should be considered on a case by case basis and will depend
on the development proposed and ownership of the LWS. The Council's
Sustainable Development Team can provide advice on the circumstances where it
may be appropriate to prepare a management plan.'
Amend policies map:
Add Beverley Westwood Waxcaps as a Local Wildlife Site

(n.b. this change was previously
published as part of the Minor
Modifications (July 2014) with
reference MC47, though referred at
that time to the Councils Biodiversity
Officer rather than the Sustainable
Development Team).
To reflect the latest position with the
Local Wildlife Sites register following
panel recommendations.

n/a
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Ref.
SM113

Page
No.
n/a

SM114

n/a

SM115

n/a

SM116

SM117

n/a

n/a

Paragraph /
Policy / Map
Elloughton
cum Brough
Inset 16
Hedon Haven/
Saltend
Inset 21
Hessle
Inset 22
Melbourne
Inset 32
All relevant
grid maps

Proposed Change

Justification

Amend policies map:

To reflect the latest position with the
Local Wildlife Sites register following
panel recommendations.
To reflect the latest position with the
Local Wildlife Sites register following
panel recommendations.
To reflect the latest position with the
Local Wildlife Sites register following
panel recommendations.
To reflect the latest position with the
Local Wildlife Sites register following
panel recommendations.
Factual correction and to reflect the
latest position with the Local Wildlife
Sites register following panel
recommendations.

Amend Brough Airfield Local Wildlife Site to be excluded from site ECB-C
Amend policies map:
Remove Jubilee Copse, Staithes Road and Paull Road Local Wildlife Sites
Amend policies map:
Add Humber Bridge Country Park as a Local Wildlife Site
Amend policies map:
Amend area of Melbourne Grange Local Wildlife Site
Amend policies map:
Include further Candidate Local Wildlife Sites (these were identified on inset maps,
but not East Riding wide Grid Maps) and update Local Wildlife Sites to reflect the
recommendations of the Local Wildlife Site Panel.

SM118

SM119

n/a

144

Grid 3,4,9

8.71

Amend policies map:
Include the potential Special Protection Area and potential Special Area of
Conservation around Flamborough Head.
Amend text:
'...important in contributing to sustainable development. The Hull and East Riding
Green Infrastructure Strategy (in preparation by the Hull and East Yorkshire LNP)

(n.b. the inclusion of further Candidate
Wildlife Sites on the grid maps was
previously published as part of the
Further Minor Modifications (5 Sept
2014) with reference MC171).
To reflect the potential boundary
changes of the Flamborough Head
pSPA and pSAC.
Factual correction to reflect the
amended scope of the Hull and East
Riding Green Infrastructure Strategy .

Previously
published
n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a
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Ref.

SM120

SM121

SM122

Page
No.

145

145

146

Paragraph /
Policy / Map

8.77

New
paragraph

8.83

Proposed Change
will support a methodology for Green Infrastructure Planning in order to inform
site specific development schemes. consider the key opportunities presented by
the green infrastructure corridors and will be important in setting out how the
functionality and connectivity of these corridors can be enhanced through new
development.'
Amend text:
'...property adjoins the watercourse. Riparian owners must keep the bed and
banks of the river clear of vegetation, waste, and debris and siltation, so that they
pass on the flow without obstruction, pollution of diversion. They must also accept
flood flow through their land even when there is not enough capacity
downstream.
Add new paragraph after 8.77:
Where new development will benefit either directly or indirectly from existing
flood risk management infrastructure (e.g. flood defences), the developer may be
expected to contribute to the costs of maintaining and improving that
infrastructure. Where new defences are needed to protect new development,
developers will be expected to meet the full cost. The delivery of this
infrastructure will be secured through either the Community Infrastructure Levy
(CIL) or Planning Obligations. This would depend on the type of infrastructure
project being delivered. For example, improvements to flood defences to adapt to
climate change, which would not relate to a specific development proposal, could
be funded through CIL. The types of infrastructure projects funded by CIL will be
set out through the preparation of the Council's CIL charging schedule.'
Amend text:
'...where development could pose a risk to this resource. The Environment
Agency's Groundwater Protection Policy (GP3, 200813) outlines what types of
development...'

Justification

Previously
published

Factual correction in relation to the
responsibilities of riparian owners.

Minor
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MC49

To reflect the new Flood and Coastal
Resilience Partnership funding regime,
and to clarify the mechanisms for
securing development contributions.

n/a

To update reference to Environment
Agency policy.

Minor
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MC50
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Ref.
SM123

SM124

SM125

Page
No.
147

148

148

Paragraph /
Policy / Map
ENV6(B)

ENV6(C)

ENV6 (D1iii)
8.92

Proposed Change

Justification

Amend text:

To provide consistency with the NPPF
(paragraph 100) and PPG (Paragraph:
019, Reference ID: 7-019-20140306).

'The risk of flooding to development will be managed by applying a Sequential
Test to ensure that development is steered towards areas of lowest risk, as far as
possible. The Sequential Test will, in the first instance, be undertaken on the basis
of the East Riding of Yorkshire Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA) and the
Environment Agency's Flood Map, within appropriate search areas. Where
development cannot be steered away from Flood Zone 3, the sub-delineation of
Zone 3a, detailed within the relevant Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA), will
be used to apply the Sequential Test, with preference given to reasonably
available sites that are in the lower risk/hazard zones. Where necessary,
development must also satisfy the Exception Test.'
Amend text:
'If, following application of the Sequential Test, it has not been possible to
successfully steer development to Flood Zone 1 or a sequentially preferable site, a
Sequential Approach will be taken to site layout and design, aiming to steer the
most vulnerable uses towards the lowest risk parts of the site and upper floors'.
Amend text:
'iii. incorporate Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) into major development
proposals and proposals at risk of flooding, unless demonstrated to be
inappropriate it is not feasible and practicable;'
Amend text 8.92:
[Footnote]
Major development proposals
and proposals at risk of flooding Proposals
should incorporate SuDS unless it can be demonstrated they would not be
inappropriate feasible or practicable. SuDS must be designed in accordance with
national guidance the National Standards for SuDS and approved by the Council as
part of the planning application process (the 'SuDS Approving Body' (SAB)) prior to

Previously
published
n/a

To properly reflect the sequential test
and the NPPF (paragraph 102).

n/a

To respond to Written Ministerial on
Statement on Sustainable Drainage
System, which was made on 18
December 2014 and will take effect
from 6 April 2015, and to reflect the
Government's response on Further
Changes to the Statutory Consultee
Arrangements for the Planning
Application Process, published 9
March 2015.

n/a
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Ref.

Page
No.

Paragraph /
Policy / Map

Proposed Change

Justification

Previously
published

To provide additional clarity on the
implementation of the policy.

Minor
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MC51

Factual correction.

Minor
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MC52
Further Minor
Modifications
(5 Sept 2014) reference
MC160

construction, unless the type proposed is exempt from SAB approval. Preapplication discussion with the SAB, Local Planning Authority, Lead Local Flood
Authority and other interested parties, such as statutory consultees (e.g. sewerage
undertakers, Environment Agency, highway authority, internal drainage boards), is
advised to enable the best drainage plan for the area and development to be
prepared. The Lead Local Floor Authority must be consulted at the planning
application stage on all major development proposals.
[Footnote]

SM126

SM127

SM128

149

150

150

8.84

As defined in Article 2(1) of the Town and Country Planning (Development
Management Procedure) (England) Order 2010). This includes residential schemes
of 10 or more dwellings, or which are on a site of 0.5ha or more where the
number dwellings is unknown, and non-residential schemes creating 1,000 sqm of
floorspace or on sites with an area of 1 ha or more.
Amend text:

8.88

'...or the Environment Agency. Where a proposal is likely to generate or be
affected by an environmental hazard for example it is located close to a waste
water treatment works where odour could occur, early discussions should take
place with the relevant bodies/departments as rarely as possible in the
development process, preferable at pre-application stage.'
Amend text:

8.89

'If a proposal is on, or in close proximity to land potentially affected by
contamination the Council's Environmental Health Section and the Environment
Agency should be consulted. The Council holds records...'
Amend text:
'The Sequential Test, which seeks to direct development away from flood risk
areas as far as possible, will require development proposals to be assessed against
the Council's SFRA and Environment Agency's Flood Map and the Council's SFRA.'

To clarify that the SFRA is the starting
point for applying the sequential test.
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Ref.
SM129

Page
No.
150

Paragraph /
Policy / Map
8.89

Proposed Change

Justification

Amend text:

To clarify that housing supply issues
are a separate consideration in the
decision making process to issues of
flood risk (and so are not a
consideration in the application of the
sequential test) and to provide
guidance on the area of search for the
sequential test to improve the
effectiveness of the policy.

'...For example, schools have their own catchment areas, as do retail and leisure
facilities. Housing proposals will be considered against the supply position within
the relevant sub area. Some proposal, such as householder extensions and
changes of use, are exempt from the Sequential Test. Applicants should contact
the Council for pre-application advice on the application of the Sequential Test. An
SPD will be prepared to set out further guidance on the potential area of search
for the Test. If the development cannot be directed to flood zone 1, the
vulnerability of the proposed use(s) needs to be taken into account....'

SM130

SM131

151

152

8.91

Amend text:

8.91

'...For smaller sites, for example less than 0.25ha, there may be limited
opportunities for attenuation apparatus and source control measures alone may
need to be considered to manage runoff. In accordance with current Building
Regulations, in the first instance consideration should be given to infiltrate surface
water into the ground wherever possible, followed by discharge into an open
watercourse, to discharge into a culverted watercourse, and finally discharge into
a combined public sewer system.'
Amend text:
'...existing rate checked against agricultural runoff rate. The surface water runoff
rate from previously developed land, or land occupied by buildings or hard
standing (such as farm buildings and access roads) should be established prior to
redevelopment and runoff from the site restricted to 70% of this rate or to

(n.b. the element of the modification
which relates to housing supply was
previously published as part of the
Minor Modifications (July 2014) with
reference MC53).
To provide clarity and help reduce
flood risk by setting out preferences as
to where surface water should be
discharged in order of the potential
impacts on flood risk for the wider
environment.

To provide additional clarity on the
implementation of the policy.

Previously
published
n/a

n/a

Minor
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MC54
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Ref.

SM132

SM133

SM134

SM135

Page
No.
154

155

155

155

Paragraph /
Policy / Map

Proposed Change

8.105

Greenfield rates.'
Amend text:

8.108

'...defences or managed realignment. Consideration should be given to any
potential adverse environmental, social, and/or economic impacts that a proposal
may have, having regard to coastal management plans/ strategies, for example
Shoreline Management Plans, Humber Flood Risk Management Strategy (2008),
and the East Inshore and East Offshore Marine Plans (Draft published 20143), as
well as monitoring of coastal erosion...'
Amend text:

8.109

'...SPZ should justify why it cannot be located outside the SPZ and consider
whether there are any suitable alternative sites. The following types of
development are not considered to be appropriate in SPZ1: The Environment
Agency's GP3 document lists those activities which would be considered
inappropriate in SPZ1. These include the following activities: waste management activities;
 some forms of general industry (use B2);
 oil pipelines;...'
Amend text:

8.110

'...developments within SPZ1. Additional guidance can be found in documentation
produced by the Environment Agency, including GP3 Model Procedures for the
Management of Land Contamination and Guiding Principles for Land
Contamination (2010). Where mitigation measures are proposed...'
Amend text:
'Outside of SPZs nonNon-mains drainage is unlikely to be acceptable for
developments involving sewage, trade effluent or other contaminated discharge,
unless…'

Justification

Previously
published

To reflect the publication of the East
Inshore and East Offshore Marine
Plans.

Minor
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MC55

Factual correction.

Minor
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MC56

Factual correction.

Minor
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MC57

To provide additional clarity on the
implementation of the policy.

Minor
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MC58
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Ref.
SM136

SM137

SM138

Page
No.
n/a

n/a

n/a

Paragraph /
Policy / Map
Inset maps
2/8/9/11/13/2
8/124
Grid maps
7/8/9/13/15/1
7/19/26/32/33
/34/42/51/57
All relevant
maps and Key

Cottingham
Inset 11

Proposed Change

Justification

Amend policies map:

As agreed with the Environment
Agency these areas are subject to
future change which will supersede
the identified boundaries.

Delete Source Protection Zone 1 (SPZ1)

Amend policies map and key:
Amend 'Flood Storage Areas' and 'Functional Floodplain' notation from a solid
colour fill to a dotted fill.
Amend policies map:

Previously
published
Further Minor
Modifications
(5 Sept 2014) reference
MC174.

To improve clarity of the maps, and to
avoid colours merging.

n/a

To reflect latest position on flood
management schemes.

n/a

To reflect latest position on flood
management schemes.

n/a

To reflect latest position on flood
management schemes following
recent planning approval.

Further Minor
Modifications
(5 Sept 2014) reference
MC196.
n/a

Amend extent of potential flood management schemes (Cottingham and Orchard
Park Flood Alleviation Scheme).
SM139

SM140

n/a

n/a

Hessle
Inset 22 &
Anlaby
Willerby Kirk
Ella Inset 2
Leconfield
Inset 29

Amend policies map:
Add new potential flood management schemes (Anlaby and East Ella Flood
Alleviation Scheme).
Amend policies map:
Add new Flood Management Scheme and delete existing potential scheme .

SM141

n/a

Pocklington
Inset 40 & Grid
17

Amend policies map:

To reflect the latest revised scheme
extent.

Amend Pocklington Flood Alleviation Scheme.
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Ref.

SM142

SM143

SM144

Page
No.
158

165

165 166

Paragraph /
Policy / Map
9.3

Proposed Change

Justification

Previously
published

A Strong and Healthy Community
Amend text:

To reflect the latest CIL Regulations.

Minor
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MC59
n/a

C3(E)

'...contributions taken are directly related to the development. From April 2014
(April 2015 under draft proposals) no more than five Planning Obligation
agreements can be used to fund any one specific infrastructure project or...'
Delete criteria:

Table 12

'E. Where a Local Green Space designation is promoted by local communities, it
will be identified in the Allocations Document or a Neighbourhood Development
Plan, and protected from development that would result in its loss or harm,
provided it is:
1. In reasonably close proximity to the community it serves;
2. Demonstrably special to a local community and holds a particular local
significance; and
3. Local in character and not an extensive track of land.
Amend text of table 12:
Outdoor sports facilities /Playing Pitches
Accessibility Standard
'20 minutes walking travel time'

It is not proposed to identify Local
Green Spaces through the Allocations
Document. Neighbourhood
Development Plans would need to be
prepared in accordance with the
policies set out in the NPPF.

To ensure consistency between the
policy and evidence base (Playing Pitch
Strategy) and ensure the policy is
justified.

Minor
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MC61 and
MC62).

Amend text of paragraph 9.27:
'...geographical variances across the East Riding mean that clubs and, therefore,
individuals travel significant distances to access outdoor sports facilities/ playing
pitches on which to play and train. On this basis, the Playing Pitch Strategy
considers an access standard of 20 minutes walking travel time to be more
appropriate than a distance standard. This access standard represents'
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Ref.
SM145

SM146

SM147

Page
No.
167

167

168

Paragraph /
Policy / Map
9.29

Proposed Change

Justification

Amend text:

To improve reflect that it may not be
appropriate for thresholds to be set
out in a SPD.

9.30

'The process by which applicants can determine their open space requirements,
including shortfalls at a local level, and guidance on specific thresholds through
which this policy would be triggered, will be set out in a Supplementary Planning
Document'
Amend text:

9.34

'The Council will usually require open space to be provided on-site. In some cases,
where it is not practicable to provide open space on-site, it may be delivered
through Planning Obligations and/or CIL in accordance with National Planning
Policy on planning obligations. For example, if there is a shortfall in a type of open
space that cannot practically be delivered on-site, such as woodland (a semi
natural and natural green space). If it is proposed to deliver a particular type of
open space through a planning obligation, the national thresholds would be
applied. This means that obligations would only be sought from developments of
more than 10 housing units or more than 1000sqm. Further guidance on the
circumstances where open space should be provided on or off-site and what form
this should take, including off-site contributions, will be set out in a Supplementary
Planning Document.
Amend text:
'In addition to the types of open space set out in Table 12, If local communities
wish to can designate an open space as a Local Green Spaces, that accords with
the specified criteria, this can only be done through the Allocations Document or a
Neighbourhood Development Plan.... Designation does not in itself confer any
rights of public access over what exists at present. Local Green Spaces should be
protected from inappropriate development other than when very special
circumstances can be demonstrated.'

Previously
published
n/a

To improve consistency with the PPG
(paragraph 012 ID: 23b-01220141128), clarify the site size
thresholds for the delivery of open
space and amend a typographical
error.

n/a

To provide clarity, in accordance with
the NPPF (paragraphs 78 and 87). It is
not proposed to identify any Local
Green Spaces through the Allocations
Document.

n/a

(n.b. the element of the modification
which relates to protecting Local
Green Spaces from inappropriate
development was previously
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Ref.

SM148

Page
No.

n/a

Paragraph /
Policy / Map

Beverley
Inset 4

Proposed Change

Amend policies map:
Add Swinemoor Open Space and delete Common Land designation.

SM149

n/a

Beverley
Inset 4

Amend policies map:
Add Figham Open Space and delete Common Land designation.

SM150

n/a

Beverley
Inset 4

Amend policies map:

Justification
published as part of the Minor
Modifications (July 2014) with
reference MC63).
Factual correction to include as open
space. Common Land not referred to
in any policy.

Factual correction to include as open
space. Common Land not referred to
in any policy.

Factual correction. Common Land not
referred to in any policy.

Delete Westwood Common Land designation.

SM151

n/a

Bridlington
Inset 7 &
Sewerby Inset
132

Amend policies map:

Amend policies map:

Factual correction.

Include Cave Castle Golf course as open space.
Amend policies map:

Factual correction.

SM152

n/a

South Cave
Inset 46

SM153

n/a

All relevant
grid maps and
new insets for
Patrington

Factual correction. This land is no
longer in use as allotments.

Remove open space designation North of Sewerby Road, Bridlington.

Include all open space (e.g. Golf Courses and Driving Ranges) not previously
shown. These were identified on inset maps, but not East Riding wide Grid Maps.

Previously
published

Further Minor
Modifications
(5 Sept 2014) reference
MC188.
Further Minor
Modifications
(5 Sept 2014) reference
MC189.
Further Minor
Modifications
(5 Sept 2014) reference
MC190.
Further Minor
Modifications
(5 Sept 2014) reference
MC175.
n/a

Further Minor
Modifications
(5 Sept 2014) reference
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Ref.

Page
No.

SM154

n/a

SM155

172

Paragraph /
Policy / Map
Haven and Full
Sutton
All relevant
maps

Figure 16

Proposed Change

Justification

Previously
published
MC172.

Amend policies map:

To ensure consistency across maps
and improve consistency with the
NPPF (paragraph 74).

n/a

To ensure consistency with the sub
area policy in relation the key areas of
growth and main focus for housing;
reflect the addition of rural
employment sites into the policy;
make factual corrections (enterprise
zone and addition of Cherry Burton
and Leconfield); and to provide
consistency with the proposed
amendments to Policy S5 which seek
to reduce ambiguity over the term
'Hull housing market area'.
To be consistent with proposed
changes in Chapter 5 regarding the
definition of the housing market area.

n/a

Typographical error.

Further Minor
Modifications
(5 Sept 2014) reference
MC161

Amend open space designation to follow specific boundaries where appropriate
and remove buildings (e.g. churches and schools).
Delivering Growth Through a Sub Area Approach
Amend Beverley and Central sub area diagram:
 Amend house symbols for Beverley, Elloughton-cum-Brough and the
Major Haltemprice Settlements (Amend Key to show separate symbols
for ‘Key area of housing growth’ and ‘Main focus for housing’)
 Add Catfoss Industrial Area as a Rural employment site
 Add Enterprise Zone symbol for Saltend area
 Add Cherry Burton and Leconfield, and a symbol for Walkington
 Remove the 'Hull Strategic Housing Market Area' from the diagram (and
Key)
See Appendix A for the revised diagram.

SM156

SM157

173

175

10.7

Amend text:

10.21

'As tThe sub area forms part of the wider Hull Housing Market Area surrounds the
City of Hull and. Therefore, there is a need to carefully manage the scale and
distribution of housing development…'
Amend text:
'The Humber Bridge Country Park and the Humber Foreshore are also valued
visitor destinations for the sub area, and the Humber Bridge Experience (2012)
looks to...'

n/a
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Ref.
SM158

Page
No.
179

Paragraph /
Policy / Map
A1(A2) & 10.9

Proposed Change

Justification

Amend text of policy:

This criteria has been split into two to
provide further clarity in relation to
which settlements will be a focus for
growth. The amendments improves
the effectiveness of the policy and
ensures that it is clear that higher
order settlements will be the main
focus for residential development (in
accordance with Policy S3).

'2. Support the delivery of housing, at a level commensurate to the scale and
function of the settlement, in the role of the Major Haltemprice Settlements,
Beverley, and Elloughton-cum-Brough as the main focus for residential
development in the sub area , Leven, Brandesburton, Cherry Burton, Keyingham,
Leconfield, North Cave, North Ferriby, Preston, Skirlaugh, South Cave, Swanland,
Walkington, Wawne and Woodmansey through the allocation of sites within the
settlements and a range of urban extensions. Housing allocations developments in
Cottingham can only come forward following the completion of the Cottingham
and Orchard Park Flood Alleviation Scheme (COPFAS), or if it has been
demonstrated that acceptable solutions to the surface water flood risk issue can
be implemented alongside new development.
3. Support the delivery of housing, at a level commensurate with the scale and
function of the settlement, in Leven, Brandesburton, Cherry Burton, Keyingham,
Leconfield, North Cave, North Ferriby, Preston, Skirlaugh, South Cave, Swanland,
Walkington, Wawne and Woodmansey through the allocation of sites within the
settlements and a range of urban extensions....'
Re-number the further parts of section A accordingly.
Amend supporting text:
'Housing allocations development in Cottingham can only come forward once the
Cottingham and Orchard Park Flood Alleviation Scheme (COPFAS) has been
implemented, unless it has been demonstrated that acceptable solutions to the
surface water flood risk issue can be implemented alongside the proposed
development. This is due to there being limited capacity in the sewer system to
accommodate additional foul water flows. COPFAS, which includes the provision
of various lagoons to store surface water, is currently scheduled to be completed

Previously
published
n/a

A modification has also been made to
ensure that surface water flood risk
issues are considered as part of all
residential developments and not
solely the development of allocated
sites. The amendment to the
supporting text also updates the
timescales for the COPFAS Scheme.
(n.b. the modification to the
supporting text regarding the
timescale for the COPFAS scheme was
previously published as part of the
Minor Modifications (July 2014) with
the reference MC64).
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Ref.

SM159

SM160

Page
No.

179

181

Paragraph /
Policy / Map

A1(B)

A1(D1) &
10.31

Proposed Change
by the end of 20172016. The scheme is needed to reduce peak flows of surface
water overwhelming Cottingham's sewer system.'
Add new criterion to policy:
'Support the role that Catfoss Industrial Estate has in contributing to the rural
economy;
Add new criteria to policy:
'xi. Improvements to walking, cycling and public transport facilities, including
those set out within Local Transport Plan individual settlement transport
strategies, and major cross country routes such as Wolds Way, the Minster Way,
and Transpennine Trail, the Public Rights of Way network, and the National Cycle
Network;
xii. A1033 Salt End Roundabout Improvements;
xiii. A1033/B1362 Hedon By-pass Roundabout Improvements;
xiv. B1362 Red House Farm Mini Roundabout Improvements; and
xv. Traffic Management Measures to address issues with 3 junctions within Hedon
and Preston.'

Justification

Previously
published

To improve the effectiveness of the
plan by recognising the role this site
has for the rural economy, reflecting
the supporting text (paragraph 10.19).
To identify the potential for
improvements to non-car modes of
transport in accordance with the NPPF
(paragraph 35), and to reflect the need
for highway improvements along the
A1033 and within Hedon and Preston.

n/a

n/a

Amend supporting text:
'...Development of the full 200ha employment site at Hedon Haven will require
provision of transport infrastructure improvements within the East Riding and the
City of Hull, including upgrades to junctions on the A63 and a direct road (and
potential rail) link from Haven Haven to the Port of Hull. At the signalised
crossroads between Staithes Road, School Road, Main Street and Station Road in
Preston, and the Baxtergate / Fletchergate and St Augustines's Gate / Fletchergate
junctions in Hedon, traffic management measures will also be required to help
address the limited highway capacity.'
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Ref.
SM161

Page
No.
181

Paragraph /
Policy / Map
A1(D3i, iv and
v)

Proposed Change

Justification

Amend text:

To improve the effectiveness of the
plan by providing additional detail and
more clarity on the necessary
infrastructure requirements. In
particular, whether the additional
infrastructure required would involve
the expansion of existing facilities, or
the provision of new facilities.

'3. Support the provision of additional infrastructure, including:
i. additional sewage treatment capacity at within the existing Beverley,
Leconfield, North Ferriby, and Melton waste water treatment works;
...
iv. additional secondary school pupil capacity in at Beverley High and Grammar
schools and Elloughton-cum-Brough South Hunsley School (Welton) area; and
v. additional primary school pupil capacity for existing schools in Beverley,
Brandesburton, Elloughton-cum-Brough, Keyingham, and North Ferriby and
Swanland, alongside the provision of a new primary school in Beverley and
Elloughton-cum-Brough.'

SM162

183

Figure 17

SM163

188

A2(A)

Amend Bridlington Coastal sub area diagram:
 Additional house symbol for Bridlington (Amend Key to show separate
symbols for ‘Key area of housing growth’ and ‘Main focus for housing’).

(n.b. the removal of Brandesburton
and Swanland as areas where
additional capacity is needed was
made to reflect the 2013 baseline
pupil projections. This was previously
published as part of the proposed
Main Modifications (July 2014) with
reference MM11).
To ensure consistency with the sub
area policy in relation the key areas of
growth and main focus for housing.

See Appendix A for the revised diagram.
Amend text:
'1. Support the delivery of housing, at a level commensurate with the scale and
function of the settlement, in role of Bridlington as the main focus for residential
development in the sub area, Beeford and Flamborough through the allocation of
sites within the settlements and a range of urban extensions.
2. Support the delivery of housing, at a level commensurate with the scale and
function of the settlement, in Beeford and Flamborough through the allocation of
sites within the settlements and a range of urban extensions.'

To provide further clarity in relation to
which settlements will be a focus for
growth. The amendments improves
the effectiveness of the policy and
ensures that it is clear that higher
order settlements will be the main
focus for residential development (in
accordance with Policy S3).

Previously
published
n/a

n/a

n/a
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Ref.

Page
No.

Paragraph /
Policy / Map

Proposed Change

Justification

Previously
published

Minor
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MC66
Minor
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MC67
Minor
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MC68
n/a

Re-number the further parts of section A accordingly.
SM164

SM165

SM166

189

189

189

A2(B8)

Amend text:

Typographical error.

A2(B9)

'Support the relocation of businesses from the Pinfold Lane Industrial Area to
Carnaby Industrial Estate and the comprehensive redevelopment of the Pinfold
Laned Industrial Area for residential development.'
Amend text:

Typographical error.

A2(C5)

'Support necessary infrastructure developments associated with gas storage at
Caythorpe and the infrastructure required to delivery offshore renewable energy
developments.'
Amend text:

To improve consistency with Policy
ENV6.

'Facilitate the relocation or roll back of existing development threatened by
coastal erosion between Wilsthorpe and Skirlington...'
SM167

SM168

190

190

A2(D1)

A2(D2iii, iv and
new criteria)

Add new criterion to policy:
'Improvements to walking, cycling and public transport facilities, including those
set out within Local Transport Plan individual settlement transport strategies and
major cross country routes, such as the Way of the Roses, the Public Right of Way
network, and the National Cycle Network.'
Amend text and add new criterion to policy:
'iii. additional primary school capacity for existing schools in Bridlington and
Beeford;
iv. additional secondary school pupil capacity at Headlands School (Bridlington);
iv. improvement to the Bridlington waste water treatment works improvement in
Bridlington; and...'

To identify the potential for
improvements to non-car modes of
transport in accordance with the NPPF
(paragraph 35).

To improve the effectiveness of the
plan by providing additional detail and
more clarity on the necessary
infrastructure requirements. In
particular, whether the additional
infrastructure required would involve
the expansion of existing facilities, or

n/a
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Ref.

SM169

Page
No.

192

Paragraph /
Policy / Map

Figure 18

Proposed Change

Amend Driffield and Wolds Sub Area diagram:



SM170

195

10.66

Change Hutton Cranswick 'Economic focus' symbol to a 'Rural
employment site' symbol and amend key accordingly;
Add house symbol to Driffield to show it as a main focus for housing
(Amend Key to show separate symbols for ‘Key area of housing growth’
and ‘Main focus for housing’).

See Appendix A for the revised diagram.
Amend text:
'...and landscape-scale biodiversity projects are targeted. The Wolds are also an
important area for declining farmland bird species, and for buried archaeological
remains.'

Justification
the provision of new facilities.
Beeford has been removed, and
Headlands School has been added, to
the list of places where additional
capacity is required. This is to ensure
consistency across the sub area
policies, and reflect that the projected
deficit at Beeford (-1 places) is unlikely
to warrant alternations to increase the
capacity, and that while the capacity
deficit at Headlands School may be
likely to be addressed through the
admissions system it could potentially
be addressed through physical works.
To reflect the identification of rural
employment sites in the policy.; and to
ensure consistency with the sub area
policy in relation the key areas of
growth and main focus for housing.

Factual correction.

Previously
published

n/a

Minor
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MC70
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Ref.
SM171

Page
No.
196

Paragraph /
Policy / Map
A3(A)

Proposed Change

Justification

Amend text:

To provide further clarity in relation to
which settlements will be a focus for
growth. The amendments improves
the effectiveness of the policy and
ensures that it is clear that higher
order settlements will be the main
focus for residential development (in
accordance with Policy S3).

'1. Support the role of delivery of housing, at a level commensurate to the scale
and function of the settlement, in Driffield as the main focus for residential
development in the sub area, Kilham, Hutton Cranswick, Middleton on the Wolds,
Wetwang and Nafferton through the allocation of sites within the settlements and
a range of urban extensions.
2. Support the delivery of housing, at a level commensurate with the scale and
function of the settlement, in Kilham, Hutton Cranswick, Middleton on the Wolds,
Wetwang and Nafferton, through the allocation of sites within the settlements
and a range of urban extensions.'

SM172

SM173

SM174

196

197

197

A3(B)

Re-number the further parts of section A accordingly.
Add new criterion to policy:

A3(D1)

'Support the role that Hutton Cranswick Industrial Estate has in contributing to the
rural economy.'
Amend text and add new criterion to policy:

A3(D2)

'1. Enhance connectivity within the sub area and with the rest of the East Riding by
supporting transport infrastructure improvements, particularly: and
i. measures that link together Driffield town centre, the Riverhead area,
Showground, new housing at Alamein Barracks and Kelleythorpe Industrial
Estate. and;
ii. improvements to walking, cycling and public transport facilities, including
those set out within Local Transport Plan individual settlement transport
strategies and major cross country routes, such as the Way of the Roses, Wolds
Way, the Public Right of Way network, and the National Cycle Network.'
Amend text:

Previously
published
n/a

To improve the effectiveness of the
plan by recognising the role this site
has for the rural economy, reflecting
the supporting text (paragraph 10.62).
To identify the potential for
improvements to non-car modes of
transport in accordance with the NPPF
(paragraph 35).

n/a

To improve the effectiveness of the
plan by providing additional detail and

n/a

n/a
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Ref.

SM175

Page
No.

199

Paragraph /
Policy / Map

Figure 19

Proposed Change

Justification

'i. additional sewage treatment capacity at within the existing Nafferton, and
Wetwang waste water treatment works;
...
iii. drainage and flood alleviation schemes, particularly in Driffield and Nafferton;
and
iv. additional primary school capacity for existing schools in Driffield, Kilham and
Middleton-on-the-Wolds Nafferton; and
v. additional secondary school pupil capacity at Driffield School.'

more clarity on the necessary
infrastructure requirements. In
particular, whether the additional
infrastructure required would involve
the expansion of existing facilities, or
the provision of new facilities.
Middleton-on-the-Wolds has been
added, and Nafferton removed, from
the list of places where additional
pupil capacity is required. This is to
ensure consistency across the sub area
policies, and reflect that the projected
deficit at Nafferton is likely to be
addressed through the admission
system, while at Middleton physical
changes to the school buildings are
likely to be required.

Amend Goole & Humberhead Levels Sub Area diagram:


Add house symbol to Goole to show it as a main focus for housing
(Amend Key to show separate symbols for ‘Key area of housing growth’

(n.b. The addition of Driffield as a
place where additional secondary
pupil capacity is needed was made to
reflect the 2013 baseline pupil
projections. This was previously
published as part of the proposed
Main Modifications (July 2014) with
reference MM12).
To ensure consistency with the sub
area policy in relation the key areas of
growth and main focus for housing,
and reflect the identification of rural

Previously
published

n/a
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Ref.

Page
No.

Paragraph /
Policy / Map

Proposed Change



SM176

205

A4 (A)

and ‘Main focus for housing’).
Add Gilberdyke Industrial Estate as a 'Rural employment sites' and amend
key accordingly

See Appendix A for the revised diagram.
Amend text:
'1. Support the role of delivery of housing, at a level commensurate to the scale
and function of the settlement, in Goole, and Howden, Snaith and Eastringtonas
the main focus for residential development in the sub area through the allocation
of sites within the settlements and a range of urban extensions, avoiding areas of
highest flood risk as far as possible. Housing allocations in Goole (except those
South of Dutch River) and Eastrington can only come forward once surface water
drainage improvement schemes have been put into place, or if it can be
demonstrated that acceptable solutions to the surface water flood risk issue can
be implemented alongside new development.
2. Support the delivery of housing, at a level commensurate with the scale and
function of the settlement, in Snaith and Eastrington through the allocation of
sites within the settlements and a range of urban extensions, avoiding areas of
highest flood risk as far as possible. Housing allocations in Eastrington can only
come forward once surface water drainage improvement schemes have been put
into place, or it can be demonstrated that acceptable solutions to the surface
water flood risk issue can be implemented alongside new development.'

SM177

205

A4(B)

Re-number the further parts of section A accordingly.
Add new criterion to policy:
'Support the role that Gilberdyke Industrial Estate has in contributing to the rural
economy.'

Justification

Previously
published

employment sites in the policy.

To provide further clarity in relation to
which settlements will be a focus for
growth. The amendments improves
the effectiveness of the policy and
ensures that it is clear that higher
order settlements will be the main
focus for residential development (in
accordance with Policy S3).

n/a

To improve the effectiveness of the
plan by recognising the role this site
has for the rural economy, reflecting
the supporting text (paragraph 10.83).

n/a
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Ref.
SM178

SM179

Page
No.
206

206

Paragraph /
Policy / Map
A4(D1)

A4(D2iii & iv)

Proposed Change

Justification

Add new criterion to policy:

To identify the potential for
improvements to non-car modes of
transport in accordance with the NPPF
(paragraph 35).

'improvements to walking, cycling and public transport facilities, including those
set out within Local Transport Plan individual settlement transport strategies and
major cross country routes, such as the Transpennine Trail, the Public Right of
Way network, and the National Cycle Network;'
Amend text:
'iii. additional secondary school pupil capacity at Goole High School; and
iv. additional primary school pupil capacity in for existing schools in Goole,
Gilberdyke and Howden, alongside the provision of a new primary school in
Goole.'

SM180

208

Figure 20

Amend Holderness & Southern Coastal Sub Area diagram:



Change 'Key area of housing growth' label on key to ‘Main focus for
housing’
Remove 'Hull Strategic Housing Market Area' from the diagram (and Key)

See Appendix A for the revised diagram.
SM181

209

10.98

Amend text:
'The sub area’s forms part of the wider Hull Housing Market Area links with the
City of Hull mean. Therefore, there is a need to carefully manage the scale and

To improve the effectiveness of the
plan by providing additional detail and
more clarity on the necessary
infrastructure requirements. In
particular, whether the additional
infrastructure required would involve
the expansion of existing facilities, or
the provision of new facilities. The
removal of Gilberdyke from the policy
corrects a factual correction, as no
capacity deficit is projected for this
settlement.
To ensure consistency with the sub
area policy which specifically identifies
Hornsea and Withernsea as the main
focus for housing, and to provide
consistency with the proposed
amendments to Policy S5 which seek
to reduce ambiguity over the term
'Hull housing market area'.
To be consistent with proposed
changes in Chapter 5 regarding the
definition of the housing market area.

Previously
published
n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a
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Ref.

SM182

SM183

Page
No.
211

213

Paragraph /
Policy / Map

Proposed Change

Justification

Previously
published

10.108

distribution of housing development…'
Add text:

Factual correction.

A5(A)

'...The Spurn Peninsula is a unique feature and one of the most extensive areas of
coastal sand dune in the region, and is designated as a Heritage Coast in
recognition of its distinctiveness and strategic importance. It also includes some
nationally significant military remains, and two distinctive lighthouses.'
Amend text:

Minor
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MC75

To provide further clarity in relation to
which settlements will be a focus for
growth. The amendments improves
the effectiveness of the policy and
ensures that it is clear that higher
order settlements will be the main
focus for residential development (in
accordance with Policy S3).

n/a

To correct a typographical error.

n/a

To improve consistency with policy
ENV6.

Minor
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MC76
n/a

'1. Support the role ofdelivery of housing, at a level commensurate to the scale
and function of the settlement, in Hornsea, and Withernsea, Aldbrough,
Patrington and Roos through the allocation of sites within the settlements and a
range of urban extensions.
2. Support the delivery of housing, at a level commensurate with the scale and
function of the settlement, in Aldbrough, Patrington and Roos, through the
allocation of sites within the settlements and a range of urban extensions.'

SM184

SM185

213

213

A5(B5)

Re-number the further parts of section A accordingly.
Amend text:

A5(C3)

'Support the regeneration of Hornsea and Withernsea to increase their appeal for
residents and visitors and minimise the effects of peripherality peripheraility.'
Amend text:
'Facilitate the relocation or roll back of existing development threatened by
coastal erosion between Skirlington and Kilnsea....'

SM186

214

A5(D1)

Amend text and add new criterion to policy:
'1. Enhance connectivity within the sub area and with the rest of the East Riding

To identify the potential for
improvements to non-car modes of
transport in accordance with the NPPF
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Ref.

SM187

Page
No.

214

Paragraph /
Policy / Map

A5(D2i & iv)

Proposed Change

Justification

and the City of Hull by supporting transport infrastructure improvements,
particularly that:

(paragraph 35).

i. improvements to walking, cycling and public transport facilities, including those
set out within Local Transport Plan individual settlement transport strategies and
major cross country routes such as the Transpennine Trail, the Public Right of Way
network, and the National Cycle Network reduce the effects of peripherality; and
ii. measures to reduce reliance on the private car.'
Amend text:
'i. additional sewage treatment capacity at within the existing Aldbrough waste
water treatment works;
...
iv. additional primary school pupil capacity for the existing schools in Withernsea
and Patrington.'

SM188

216

Figure 21

Amend Vale of York Sub Area diagram:



Change 'Key area of housing growth' label on key to ‘Main focus for
housing’
Add Full Sutton Industrial Estate and Holme on Spalding Moor Industrial
Estate as 'Rural employment sites' and amend key accordingly

To improve the effectiveness of the
plan by providing additional detail and
more clarity on the necessary
infrastructure requirements. In
particular, whether the additional
infrastructure required would involve
the expansion of existing facilities, or
the provision of new facilities.
Patrington has been added to the list
of places where additional pupil
capacity is required. This is to ensure
consistency across the sub area
policies.
To ensure consistency with the sub
area policy which specifically identifies
Market Weighton and Pocklington as
the main focus for housing, and the
identification of rural employment
sites in the policy.

Previously
published

n/a

n/a

See Appendix A for the revised diagram.
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Ref.
SM189

Page
No.
220

Paragraph /
Policy / Map
A6(A)

Proposed Change

Justification

Amend text:

To provide further clarity in relation to
which settlements will be a focus for
growth. The amendments improves
the effectiveness of the policy and
ensures that it is clear that higher
order settlements will be the main
focus for residential development (in
accordance with Policy S3).

'1. Support the role of delivery of housing, at a level commensurate to the scale
and function of the settlement, in Pocklington, and Market Weighton, Bubwith,
Holme on Spalding Moor, Stamford Bridge, Melbourne and Wilberfoss as the main
focus for residential development in the sub area through the allocation of sites
within the settlements and a range of urban extensions.
2. Support the delivery of housing, at a level commensurate with the scale and
function of the settlement, in Bubwith, Holme on Spalding Moor, Stamford Bridge,
Melbourne and Wilberfoss through the allocation of sites within the settlements
and a range of urban extensions.'

SM190

220

A6(B)

Re-number the further parts of section A accordingly.
Add new criterion to policy:
'Support the role that Full Sutton and Holme on Spalding Moor Industrial Estates
have in contributing to the rural economy.'

SM191

SM192

221

221

A6(C5)

A6(D1) &
10.132

Amend text:
'Ensure the integrity of the Sherwood Sandstone aquifer, and the Etton and,
Millington Springs, North Newbald and Springwells Groundwater Source
Protection Zones, are protected.'
Amend text and insert new criterion to policy:
'....ii. provision for two way traffic on the A166 at within Stamford Bridge.; and
iii. improvements to walking, cycling and public transport facilities, including
those set out within Local Transport Plan individual settlement transport
strategies and major cross country routes, such as the Wolds Way and the Way of
the Roses, the Public Right of Way network, and the National Cycle Network;'

To improve the effectiveness of the
plan by reflecting the supporting text
(paragraph 10.120) which recognises
the role these sites have for the rural
economy.
To recognise that the Millington and
Springwell SPZs no longer exist.

To ensure the policy is justified by
clarifying that provision for two way
traffic at Stamford Bridge may not
need to be within the village, and to
identify the potential for
improvements to non-car modes of
transport in accordance with the NPPF

Previously
published
n/a

n/a

Minor
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MC78
n/a
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Ref.

Page
No.

Paragraph /
Policy / Map

Proposed Change

Justification

Previously
published

(paragraph 35).
Amend text of paragraph 10.132:

SM193

221

A6(D2i, iii, iv &
v)

'...The Council is working with the Highways Agency and other relevant local
authorities, including the City of York Council to reduce congestion and identify
mitigation measures along the A64 corridor. The Council will also update the 2008
transport study for the A166 at Stamford Bridge, which will be used to inform
future funding bids for improvements that make provision for two way traffic. In
addition, a series of transport improvements in Pocklington and Market Weighton
have also been prioritised through the Local Transport Plan.
Amend text:
'i. additional sewage treatment capacity at within the existing Holme on Spalding
Moor and Market Weighton waste water treatment works;
iii. drainage and flood alleviation schemes, particularly in Pocklington and Market
Weighton; and
iv. secondary school pupil capacity in the Pocklington area; and
iv. additional primary school pupil capacity for existing schools in Market
Weighton.'

To improve the effectiveness of the
plan by providing additional detail and
more clarity on the necessary
infrastructure requirements. In
particular, whether the additional
infrastructure required would involve
the expansion of existing facilities, or
the provision of new facilities.

n/a

(n.b. the deletion of the criteria
regarding secondary pupil capacity in
Pocklington was made to reflect the
2013 baseline pupil projections. This
was previously published as part of the
proposed Main Modifications (July
2014) with reference MM13).
SM194

225 240

11.5, 11.6 &
Table 13

Delivery, Monitoring and Reviewing
Delete text:
11.5 Table 13 sets out what infrastructure is likely to be needed to support the

The infrastructure Delivery Plan will be
published as a separate document (see
CD335). This is to allow for more

n/a
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Ref.

Page
No.

Paragraph /
Policy / Map

Proposed Change

Justification

amount and distribution of housing and economic development set in the Strategy
Document. It draws on information from the East Riding Infrastructure Study and
identifies the main partners that will have a role in helping to deliver the Local
Plan. The Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) is likely to be an important way of
funding infrastructure, especially where existing funding sources are insufficient.
The delivery timescales set out in Table 13 are indicative and based on
development occurring at a linear rate each year. However, the baseline (existing)
capacity of infrastructure can change over time resulting in changes to timescales
over which new investment would be required.

regular updates to reflect progress
with the Council's CIL charging
schedule and updates to the
Infrastructure Study.

11.6 The infrastructure set out within the Delivery Plan has been broken down to
highlight those elements considered to be essential in delivering the scale and
location of development promoted within the Local Plan. Essential infrastructure
is that which definitely needs to be provided prior to particular developments
taking place. Whilst a need exists for other infrastructure, and has been set out
within the Delivery Plan, it may still be possible for development to go ahead prior
to this infrastructure being in place.

Previously
published

(n.b. changes have been made to the
IDP which integrate MC80, MC81,
MC81, MC83, MC84, MC84, MC86 and
MC87 which were previously
published as part of the Minor
Modifications (July 2014), and MC162,
MC163 and MC164 which were
previously published as part of the
Further Minor Modifications (5
September 2014).

Insert new paragraphs after 11.4:
'An Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) has been published alongside the East Riding
Local Plan. This details the infrastructure that is likely to be needed to support the
planned scale and distribution of development. It draws on information from the
East Riding Infrastructure Study and identifies the main partners that will have a
role in helping to deliver the Local Plan. The IDP also highlights those types of
infrastructure considered to be essential in delivering particular developments
that are included within the Local Plan. Other types of infrastructure are not
essential to allow for the scale and distribution of development proposed by the
Plan to come forward. Such infrastructure is set out in the IDP as it would be
desirable and/or help deliver wider benefits.
The Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) is likely to be an important way of
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Ref.

Page
No.

Paragraph /
Policy / Map

Proposed Change

Justification

Previously
published

To reflect the proposed changes to
Policy S5 (see modification ref. SM29).

n/a

To reflect proposed changes to Policy
S5.

n/a

To provide consistency with paragraph
47 of the NPPF.

n/a

funding new infrastructure, especially where existing funding sources are
insufficient. The IDP sets out indicative delivery timescales for each type of
infrastructure. However, the baseline (existing) capacity of infrastructure can also
change over time, which may result in changes to timescales over which new
investment would be required. The IDP will be updated on a regular basis, which
will take account of progress with the Council's CIL charging schedule, as well as
reflect new evidence or funding streams.'

SM195

241

11.10

Delete Table 13: Infrastructure Delivery Plan.
Delete text:


SM196

SM197

243

243

Table 13
Indicator 2

Table 13
Indicator 3

'Significant over-provision of housing (20% higher than that planned for)
against the targets set out in Policy S5. This would result in the
introduction of a ‘Phasing’ mechanism through the Annual Monitoring
Report. '

Amend target column:
'Major Haltemprice Settlements – 14.914.5%
Principal Towns – 45.644.5%
Towns – 22.422%
Rural Service Centres and Primary Villages – 12.914.5%
Villages and the Countryside – 4.24.5%
Beverley & Central and Holderness & Southern Coastal sub areas – 45%'
Amend target column:
'8,400 dwellings (6 year requirement) Residual 5-year requirement +5%/20% as
appropriate'
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Ref.
SM198

SM199

Page
No.
243

243

Paragraph /
Policy / Map
Table 13
Indicator 4

Table 13
(S5)

Proposed Change

Justification

Amend target column:

To provide consistency with paragraph
47 of the NPPF.

'6 year supply per settlement in the spatial strategy (equivalent to 20% over a 5year supply level) Residual 5-year requirement +5%/20% as appropriate per Local
Plan sub area'
Add new indicator (after indicator 5) against Policy S5:
Objective
‘ 2, 3, 8’
Indicator
‘Affordable Homes delivered’
Target
‘At least 335 per annum (gross)’
Delivery Agency
‘Developers, RSLs, Landowners, ERYC’

The indicator was previously used to
assess Policy H2. Policy S5 sets the
delivery of affordable housing. The
Indicator has been registered against
Policy S5 to reflect this.

Previously
published
n/a

n/a

The target has been updated from 310
dwellings to reflect the impact of other
proposed modifications, including
removing the ‘cap’ on the housing
requirement in Rural Service Centres
and Primary Villages (see modifications
to S5(B) and (C) for details); other
changes to the site allocations (i.e.
new and amended allocations) (see
schedule of modifications to
Allocations Document for details);
revised thresholds set in PPG (see
modifications to H2(A) for details; and
the provision of rural exceptions sites
on sites well related to the
development limits of the Major
Haltemprice Settlements, Principal
Towns and Towns (see modifications
to H2(C) for details).
Further detail is available in the
Council’s Affordable Housing
Background Note (CD334).
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Ref.
SM200

Page
No.
244

Paragraph /
Policy / Map
Table 14
Indicator 13

Proposed Change

Justification

Amend Indicator column:

To provide a more positive framework
for monitoring specialist
accommodation development.

'Number of specialist accommodation units approved contrary to advice on need*'

Previously
published
n/a

Amend target column:

SM201

244

Table 14
Indicator 14

SM202

244

Table 14
Indicator 16

'None Increase'
Delete indicator 14:
Indicator
‘Affordable Homes delivered’
Target
‘At least 310 per annum (gross)’
Amend objectives column:

Indicator will be monitored against
Policy S5.

n/a

Typographical error.

Further Minor
Modifications
(5 Sept 2014) reference
MC165
Minor
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MC88

'4, 6, 8 6'

SM203

247

Table 14
(ENV4)

Add new indicator (after indicator 43):
Policy
'ENV4'
Objective
'17'
Indicator
'Amount of land designated as internationally designated sites, nationally
designated sites and local sites'
Target
'Increase from the baseline position of 16,396.6ha (2012)'
Delivery Agency

To provide a more comprehensive and
positive monitoring framework.
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Ref.

Page
No.

Paragraph /
Policy / Map

SM204

243248

Table 14

SM205

247

Table 14
Indicator 44
(ENV5)

SM206

SM207

SM208

Table 14
Indicator 46
(ENV6)

247

248

Table 14
Indicator 47
(ENV6)

Table 14
Indicator 51

Proposed Change
'ERYC, Developers, Natural England'
Adjust numbering of the strategic indicators where necessary.

Amend text (Indicator 44):
Indicator
'Area of green infrastructure created and lost through new
development.,measured through indicators 38, 39, 44, 45,'
Target
'No green infrastructure lost'Net Increase'
Amend text (Indicator 46):
Indicator:
'Number of comprehensive regional Sustainable Drainage System schemes
delivered'
Amend text (Indicator 47):
Indicator
'Number of floor risk managements schemes implemented and people properties
protected'
Amend text in target column:
'Meet the Infrastructure Delivery Plan timeframes in Table 13 12'

Justification

Previously
published

To reflect the addition / deletion of
strategic indicators.

Minor
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MC89

To provide a more comprehensive and
positive monitoring framework.

Minor
Modifications
(July 2014) MC90

To provide more clarity on the
requirements in used in relation to
SuDS by amending the terminology
used.

n/a

To reflect how data is captured.

n/a

Typographical error.

Further Minor
Modifications
(5 Sept 2014) reference
MC167
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Ref.
SM209

SM210

SM211

Page
No.
249

Paragraph /
Policy / Map
Table 15

252 253

Appendix A:
Planning
Policies to be
replaced

254

Appendix B:
List of Villages

Proposed Change

Justification

Amend text (fifth and sixth bullets under Environment heading):
 'Proportion of waterbodies achieving Good Ecological Status or Good
Ecological Potential*watercourses classified as good or fair chemical quality*
 Proportion of watercourses classified as good or fair biological quality*'

To reflect up to date terminology used
to measure the quality of water
bodies.

Previously
published
Minor
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MC91

Factual correction.

n/a

Full Sutton Prison has rooms that can
be hired by members of the public. As
a result it meets the criteria for
classification as a Village.

Main
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MM14

Patrington Haven has a public house.
As a result it meets the criteria for
classification as a Village.

Main
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MM15

To provide a definition of what is
considered to be a community service
or facility.

Minor
Modifications
(July 2014) -

Appendices
Add the following policies:
Beverley Borough Local Plan (June 1996): IN12
Boothferrv Borough Local Plan (April 1999): EN74
East Yorkshire Borough Wide Local Plan (April 1999): EN15
Holderness District Wide Local Plan (April 1999): Env40
Amend list of Villages to include:
'Full Sutton'

SM212

254

Appendix B:
List of Villages

PLEASE NOTE: THIS MODIFICATION HAS PREVIOUSLY BEEN SUBJECT TO PUBLIC
CONSULTATION AND HAS NOT CHANGED. NO FURTHER COMMENTS ON THIS
MODIFICATION ARE SOUGHT.
Amend list of Villages to include:
'Patrington Haven'

SM213

255

Glossary of key
terms

PLEASE NOTE: THIS MODIFICATION HAS PREVIOUSLY BEEN SUBJECT TO PUBLIC
CONSULTATION AND HAS NOT CHANGED. NO FURTHER COMMENTS ON THIS
MODIFICATION ARE SOUGHT.
Glossary of Terms
Add new row (following Community Infrastructure Levy):
'Community service/facility:
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Ref.

SM214

Page
No.

259

Paragraph /
Policy / Map

Glossary of key
terms

Proposed Change
Where a use furthers (or has recently furthered) the community's social well-being
or social interests.'
Amend text:
Term
'Comprehensive Regional Sustainable Drainage System (Comprehensive regional
SuDS)'

SM215

SM216

258

259

Glossary

Definition
'A Comprehensive Regional SuDS System is designed to accommodate surface
water from a wider area such as a large development site. They will often drain
water to one central storage area where water can then be discharged at a
controlled rate back into the environment. They may sometimes also be referred
to as a 'Regional' SuDS System.'
Amend text:

Glossary

'Main Town Centre Uses: Comprises retail development; leisure, entertainment
facilities, and the more intensive sport and recreation uses; offices; and arts, s
culture and tourism development.'
'Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA):

Justification

To provide more clarity on the
requirements in used in relation to
SuDS by amending the terminology
used.

Typographical error.

To improve consistency with the
requirements of NPPF (paragraph 47).

Previously
published
reference
MC93
n/a

Minor
Modifications
(July 2014) reference
MC94
n/a

An annual assessment identifying sites with potential for housing. Local planning
authorities are required to show they have a 5 year supply of deliverable housing
land and a 15 year supply of developable housing land. A supply of specific
developable sites or broad locations for growth, for years 6-10 and, where
possible, for years 11-15 should also be identified.'
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Appendix A: Amended diagrams for Strategy Document
SM5 : Figure 3 - Key Diagram
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SM55: Figure 8 – Affordable housing provision
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SM155: Figure 16 – Beverley & Central sub area
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SM162: Figure 17 – Bridlington Coastal sub area
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SM169: Figure 18 – Driffield & Wolds sub area
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SM175: Figure 19 – Goole & Humberhead Levels sub area
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SM180: Figure 20 – Holderness & Southern Coastal sub area
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SM188: Figure 21 – Vale of York sub area
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Please note - this paper supersedes all previously published Schedules of Main and Minor
Modifications. Modifications that have previously been published for consultation are highlighted in
the right hand column of the schedule and the relevant row is shaded light grey; no further comments
on these modifications are sought. Any previously published modifications omitted from this schedule
are no longer proposed to be made.
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